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Abstract
Given a spectral triple (A,H,D) and a C∗-dynamical system (A, G, α) where A is
dense in A and G is a locally compact group, we extend the triple to a triplet (B,H,D)
on the crossed product G ⋉α,red A which can be promoted to a modular-type twisted
spectral triple within a general procedure exemplified by two cases: the C∗-algebra
of the affine group and the conformal group acting on a complete Riemannian spin
manifold.
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1 Introduction
Let us first describe what is the goal of this work: given a C∗-dynamical system (A, G, α)
where G is a locally compact group and a spectral triple (A,H,D) where A is a dense
∗-subalgebra of A, we extend this triple to a new one (B,H,D) on the crossed product
B = G⋉α,red A within a general procedure of which we give a significant variant later. This
construction is based on a covariant representation of the dynamical system and an hypothesis
on the response of D to this covariance by a conformal-like deformation where the constraints
on the conformal factor are essentially driven by one-cocycles in the multiplier algebra of A,
see Hypothesis 2.3. The choice of a dense ∗-algebra B of B is studied and different possibilities
are offered, like the requirement for B to be a Fréchet algebra in order to preserve K-theory.
An explicit operator D is given on the Hilbert space H = L2(G)⊗H⊗C2 where the last C2 is
added to create room for an action of Pauli matrices. What we get is in fact a modular-type
spectral triple where the axiom of compact resolvent is modified, see (2.2).
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In a variant version, we assume the existence of a KMS-weight ϕ on A such that H is just
the associated GNS Hilbert space. As a compatibility between the dynamical system and
the spectral triple, we assume a relative invariance of ϕ, namely that ϕ ◦ α = ϕ(q · q∗) (see
Hypothesis 3.1). Here q only needs to be a α-one-cocycle valued in the multiplier algebra
of A. Via the unitary representation of G which automatically implements the action α on
the von Neumann algebra πϕ(A)
′′, the hypothesis on D (see (2.6) below) allows the desired
extension which is compatible with modular theory of both the dynamical system and the
original triple.
We also consider the extension of a real operator J on the original triple (A,H,D), see
Proposition 2.26.
All previous hypotheses stem from two types of examples: the first ones are the C∗-
algebras of semidirect group products, like the affine group involved in the κ-Minkowski
deformation, whose symmetry group is a Hopf algebraic deformation of the universal en-
veloping algebra of the Poincaré Lie algebra (see for instance [24] for historical references).
The second ones are the conformal deformations of a manifold.
It is worth mentioning that in the extension process, the operator D is the sum of an
extension of the original operator D and an operator (see (2.16)) which allows an increasing
of the original spectral dimension. This object is natural in the C∗(G) framework quoted
above and known as the Duflo–Moore operator [16, 24]. The natural equivalent context in
noncommutative geometry are the modular spectral triples, see for instance [7–9, 25, 26, 31,
33, 39], but seen in the non-unital context.
The extension problem has already been considered in the literature: we were mainly in-
spired here by the Connes and Moscovici approaches [14, 34]. However, we differ by our choice
of Hilbert space which is justified by the possibility to increase the spectral dimension as al-
ready quoted. In [22], a construction of spectral triples for a certain class of crossed product-
like algebras is proposed. This construction is proved to give a concrete unbounded repre-
sentative of the Kasparov product of the original spectral triple and the Pimsner–Toeplitz
extension associated to the crossed product by a Hilbert module. In [40], a related context
of a Kasparov module representing the extension class defining the Cuntz–Pimsner algebra
is developed.
Our construction works for any locally compact group G, so covers dynamical systems,
while in [4, 23, 36], G equals Z or is discrete. However, there, the proposed operator D acts
on the same Hilbert space as here (also via Pauli matrices) and build on the original D and
a differential operator on the circle (via Fourier transform) which commute (see [4, Equation
(6)]), while our chosen D is strongly dependent of the group and built with non-commutative
pieces (namely D̂ and Tη, ω which do not commute in general). The equicontinuity of the
action plays an important role in these works and we outline the fact that for the conformal
deformation of a manifold, this “inessential” property of the group (see Section 5.3) is trans-
lated into triviality of the first cohomology group of the one-cocycles used for the construction
of D, see (2.6).
A recent related work is [17], where the conformal invariance of the Euler characteristic
for a C∗-dynamical system is interpreted as a Chern–Gauss–Bonnet theorem.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2.1 we expose in details our motivations
and give the main result with its proof. Section 2.2 is devoted to the selfadjointness of the
constructed D and modular operator Θ. Then the role of the cocycles valued in the multiplier
algebra is outlined and different choices for the smooth algebra B in the crossed product are
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offered, especially in the Fréchet context. In Section 3, we investigate the case where the
covariant dynamical system is given by a weight ϕ on A. This weight has an extension to
πϕ(A)
′′ which is used with its dual weight to recover for instance the real structure. The
case of interest of an original operator D associated to a derivation of A is also considered.
Section 4 is devoted to the special case where A is the C∗-algebra of a group, with a peculiar
attention to Plancherel weight and its dual. The examples of affine and conformal groups
are finally studied in Section 5.
2 The extended modular-type twisted spectral triple
2.1 The motivations and main result
We now enter into the details of the construction giving the motivations through few exam-
ples.
By a C∗-dynamical system (A, G, α) we mean that A is a C∗-algebra, G is a second-
countable locally compact Hausdorff group, with Haar measure µG and modular function
∆G, and α : G→ Aut(A) is a morphism from G to the ∗-automorphisms of A such that, for
any a ∈ A, r ∈ G 7→ αr(a) ∈ A is a continuous map.
By a spectral triple (A,H,D) we mean that A is a (non necessarily unital) ∗-algebra
with a faithful nondegenerate representation ρ on a separable Hilbert space H and D is a
selfadjoint operator on H such that [D, ρ(a)] are densely defined and bounded and
ρ(a)(1+D2)−1/2 is a compact operator for any a ∈ A. (2.1)
Let us now consider a spectral triple (A,H,D), hereafter called the “original” one, where
A is a dense ∗-subalgebra of the C∗-algebra A of the given dynamical system (A, G, α). The
purpose of the following construction is to define an extension of the original triple into a
(modular type) spectral triple defined for the C∗-crossed product B := G⋉α,redA. This con-
struction actually leads to a twisted spectral triple (B,H,D, β) where β is an automorphism
of a dense subalgebra B of B. Recall that in such a triple, β is an automorphism of B and π
is a representation of B on H such that the unitarity condition β(a∗) = [β−1(a)]∗ holds true
for a ∈ B, and the twisted commutator [D, π(a)]β := Dπ(a)−π[β(a)]D extends to a bounded
operator for any a ∈ B, see [14].
A twisted spectral triple (B,H,D, β) will be said of modular-type when the twist is im-
plemented by an unbounded positive operator Θ on H: on a dense domain, we have
π[β(a)] = Θ π(a)Θ−1, for any a ∈ B,
and the resolvent condition (2.1) is replaced by a weaker one
Θ π(a)(1+D2)−(1+ǫ)/2 is a compact operator for any a ∈ B and ǫ > 0. (2.2)
The notion of modular spectral triple was considered in [7, 9, 39]. Essentially, this means that
a trace τ(·) on the algebra B is swapped with the weight τ(Θ ·) where Θ is a positif operator
and the authors considered the general case of semifinite von Neumann algebras with an
arbitrary trace. That operator can be the generator of an automorphism like in KMS theory.
Moreover the automorphism can be used (or not) to twist the commutators. A tentative
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of a general definition of twisted modular spectral triple within the semifinite context is
formalized in [25] but only in the unital context. Since we want to deal with the non-unital
case which is still waiting for a satisfactory definition, we only use the term “modular type”
in the lazy above sense where we are in a peculiar situation with the existence of a twist
implementing the modular object Θ and τ is nothing else than the usual trace. Moreover, to
avoid the construction of the fixed point algebra under the modular group defined by Θ and
the constraint that π(a)(1+D2)−1/2 are Tr(Θ ·)-compact operators (as required in Ibid.), we
will use (2.2); see however Remark 5.1. Of course, to assume that ǫ = 0 in (2.2) would seem
more natural, but in one of our driving examples (see Case 2.1 for the affine group), we are
unable to check the compactness of Θ π(a)(1+D2)−1/2, so we only assume (2.2).
For the crossed product, the space Cc(G,A), of compactly supported continuous functions
G→ A, is a ∗-algebra for the associative product and the involution
(f ⋆α g)(r) :=
∫
G
dµG(r
′) f(r′)αr′[g(r′−1r)], (2.3)
f ∗(r) := ∆G(r)
−1 αr[f(r
−1)∗], for f, g ∈ Cc(G,A), (2.4)
where on the right hand side the involution is the one in A. We want to keep track of the
representation of the original triple, but the vector space Cc(G,A) is not a good candidate
for a dense ∗-subalgebra in B = G ⋉α,red A, since it is not an algebra a priori: the integral
(2.3) is defined by duality (it commutes with elements in the dual) and for any continuous
function h : G → A, the result of ∫G dµG(r) h(r) is in µG(Supp h) × co(h(G)) where co(K)
is the closed convex hull of a compact space K), which is not necessary in A (see [41, 3.27
Theorem] or [45, Section 1.5]). If we insist that Cc(G,A) becomes an algebra, we have to
assume some extra conditions: the automorphisms αr preserves A, the algebra A is endowed
with a completely metrizable locally convex topology [1, 5.35 Theorem], and α is compatible
with this topology in a certain sense, see Section 2.4 for details. In the special case of a
transformation group (G,X) where X is a topological space and A = Cc(X), then, a good
candidate is B = Cc(G × X) ⊂ Cc(G,Cc(X)) (remark that the inclusion can be strict, see
[45, Remark 2.32]).
In the following, we will only assume the existence of a “good” algebra B inside Cc(G,A):
in the several examples studied in this paper, natural candidates for such algebras will be
given, see Sections 5.1 and 5.3.
We need also to introduce some compatibility conditions between the given dynamical
system and the spectral triple, with in mind the following precise examples which motivate
our Hypothesis 2.3 below.
Case 2.1
A = C∗(N) is the C∗-algebra of a locally compact group N on which G acts, so that the
extended spectral triple concerns the C∗-algebra G⋉ C∗(N) ≃ C∗(G⋉N).
For instance, the affine group R ⋉ R, considered in [24, 32], enters in this case: R acts on
A = C∗(R) and our construction is such that it produces the twisted spectral triple proposed
in [32], see Section 5.1.
Since this case is also a transformation group, we besides consider
Case 2.2
Let (M, g) be a smooth complete Riemannian spin manifold where g is a given metric. Let
[g] be the class of metrics conformally equivalent to g. M is acted upon by the Lie group
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G = SCO(M, [g]) of diffeomorphisms that preserve the orientation and the conformal and
spin structures (or one of its closed subgroups).
The data are: A = C∞(M) with pointwise product, H = L2(M, /S) where /S is the spinor bun-
dle, D is the Dirac operator /Dg and the representation ρ is just the pointwise multiplication
on sections. The associated dynamical system is (A = C0(M), G, α), where αφ(f) = f ◦ φ
for φ ∈ G, f ∈ A.
A related twisted spectral triple was investigated in [34] for this situation, but here, we do
not take only the discrete crossed product of G and M as in [34] or [14, Section 2.3]: we also
change the Hilbert space representation, see Section 5.3 for details.
Motivated by Case 2.2, we will assume that D is pointwise unitarily equivalent to a
“conformal” deformation c∗D c, where c is a map from G to B(H) (bounded operators on
H) endowed with a cocycle property on c c∗.
Let us now introduce some notations: M(A) is the multiplier algebra of A endowed with
the strict topology and Z(M(A)) is its center. We will consider the following subgroups
X of the group M(A)× of invertible elements in M(A): Z(A)× is the group of multipliers
preserving A and commuting with A (this group is abelian, see Lemma 2.15), and UM(A) is
the group of unitary elements of M(A) which preserve A. The representation ρ of A extends
to a representation, still denoted by ρ, of M(A) [5, II.7.3.9]. There also exists an extended
action of G on M(A), still denoted by α, which is strictly continuous [5, II.10.3.2].
Our construction relies on the following data that will be commented soon after.
Hypothesis 2.3
(1) (A,H,D) is a spectral triple where A is a dense ∗-subalgebra in a C∗-algebra A.
(2) (A, G, α) is a C∗-dynamical system, such that αr(A) = A for any r ∈ G.
(3) There exists an algebra B ⊂ Cc(G,A) which is a dense ∗-subalgebra of Cc(G,A) for
the product (2.3) and the involution (2.4).
(4) There exists a faithful non-degenerate covariant representation (ρ, U,H) of the C∗-
dynamical system (A, G, α), namely r ∈ G 7→ Ur ∈ B(H) is a strongly continuous
unitary representation of G, and
Ur ρ(a)U
∗
r = ρ[αr(a)], r ∈ G, a ∈ A. (2.5)
We denote by ρ̂ the integrated representation of (ρ, U,H) of the crossed product algebra
B := G⋉α,red A acting on
Ĥ := L2(G, dµg)⊗H.
(5) There exists a map z : G 7→ B(H) such that
UrDU
∗
r and z(r)
∗−1D z(r)−1 have a dense common core for any r ∈ G and on this core
UrDU
∗
r = z(r)
∗−1D z(r)−1, (2.6)
and there is a (positive) continuous α-one-cocycle valued in Z(A)×, r 7→ p(r), such that
ρ[p(r)] = z(r) z(r)∗,
r ∈ G 7→ p(r)±1 f(r) ∈ A is in B for any f ∈ B. (2.7)
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(6) Control of domains: the space
Ŷ := {ξ̂ ∈ Ĥ | ξ̂(r) ∈ Dom(D) dµ-a.e. and the map:
r ∈ G 7→ ‖
(
D ± iω ρ[p(r)]
)
ξ̂(r)‖H is in L2(G)} (2.8)
is dense in Ĥ for some non-zero coefficient ω ∈ R.
Moreover, there exists YB ⊂ Ŷ which is also a dense subspace of Ĥ such that
ρ̂(f) YB ⊂ Ŷ for any f ∈ B.
(7) For any f ∈ B, there exists a constant Mf,z such that
‖[D, ρ(f(r))z(r)] z(r)−1‖
B(H)
≤Mf,z χSf (r), for any r ∈ G (2.9)
where χSf is the characteristic function of the compact support Sf of f in G.
Comments:
- The point (1) and (2) are the initial objects.
- Point (3) is necessary since, as already explained in the Introduction, Cc(G,A) is not
necessarily an algebra.
- Point (4) required only that the action α is unitarily implemented.
- Equation (2.6) emphasizes the reaction of the orignal D to previous unitary implemen-
tation. It does not completely define the map z : G → B(H): let u : G → UB(H) be such
that [D, u(r)] = 0, for all r ∈ G; then z′(r) = z(r) u(r) is also a solution of (2.6) while
ρ[p′(r)] = z′(r)z′(r)∗ remains equal to ρ[p(r)].
- The domain of our future D will be controlled by (2.8) which is sufficient to obtain
selfadjointness for D (see Proposition 2.6). The coefficient ω is a relative weight between the
operator D and the cocycle p.
- The constraint (2.9) is a technical assumption to handle the boundedness of the twist
commutator with our future D. Then the inclusion π(B) DomD ⊂ DomD, which is crucial
for D as emphasized in [21], is controlled by the hypothesis (6) as seen in Proposition 2.23.
- The construction of YB is strongly dependent of the choice of B, see Section 2.4.
The main points of our construction are the followings:
– The Hilbert space is Ĥ , so that ξ̂ ∈ Ĥ means ξ̂(r) ∈ H for almost all r ∈ G and∫
G dµG(r) ‖ξ̂(r)‖2 <∞. The space Cc(G,H) is dense in Ĥ . Let ρα be the induced represen-
tation of A on Ĥ defined by [ρα(a) ξ̂ ](r) := ρ[αr−1(a)] ξ̂(r) for any ξ̂ ∈ Ĥ and a ∈ A, and
let λG be the left regular representation of G on Ĥ defined by (λG(s) ξ̂ )(r) := ξ̂(s
−1r) for
any s ∈ G. Then (ρα, λG, Ĥ) is a covariant representation of (A, G, α), and we denote by
ρ̂ := λG ⋉ ρα its integrated representation, given explicitly by
[ρ̂(f) ξ̂ ](r) :=
∫
G
dµG(r
′) ρ(αr−1 [f(r
′)]) ξ̂(r′−1r), for ξ̂ ∈ Ĥ. (2.10)
This representation restricts to a ∗-representation of B. The crossed product B = G⋉α,redA
is the norm closure of ρ̂[Cc(G,A)] in B(Ĥ), and by density of B, it is also the norm closure
of ρ̂(B).
We will use the unitary operator on Ĥ :
Û : r ∈ G 7→ Ur ∈ U(H).
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– Let us first define
Ŷp := {ξ̂ ∈ Ĥ such that the map r ∈ G 7→ ‖ρ[p(r)] ξ̂(r)‖H is in L2(G)}, (2.11)
and then, θ̂ : Ĥ → Ĥ as the (unbounded) operator with Dom(θ̂ ) := Û∗ Ŷp (whose density is
proved in Lemma 2.4) by
(θ̂ ξ̂ )(r) := ρ(αr−1 [p(r)]) ξ̂(r) = U
∗
r ρ[p(r)]Ur ξ̂(r), for ξ̂ ∈ Dom(θ̂ ) and r ∈ G. (2.12)
By the central property of p and the cocycle relation
αr−1 [p(r)] p(r
−1) = p(r−1)αr−1 [p(r)] = p(r
−1r) = 1,
one shows that the (unbounded) operator θ̂−1 defined by
(θ̂−1 ξ̂ )(r) := ρ[p(r−1)] ξ̂(r) on Dom(θ̂−1) := {ξ̂ ∈ Ĥ | [r 7→ ‖ρ[p(r−1)]ξ̂(r)‖H ] ∈ L2(G)}
is the inverse of θ̂.
Lemma 2.4 The subspace Cc(G,H) is dense in Ĥ, contained in Dom(θ̂)∩Dom(θ̂−1) and is
stable by θ̂ and θ̂−1. In particular Dom(θ̂) and Dom(θ̂−1) are dense in Ĥ.
Proof Recall that M(A) is a C∗-algebra endowed with the strict topology and that the
extension of ρ to M(A) is a ∗-homomorphism [5, II.7.3.9]). Then for any continuous map
c : G → M(A), the composition r ∈ G 7→ c(r) ∈ M(A) 7→ ρ[c(r)] ∈ B(H) is a continuous
map. Since r 7→ r−1 is continuous on G, r 7→ ρ[c(r−1)] is also continous. Thus ρ[p(r±1)] ξ̂(r)
are continuous in r when ξ̂ ∈ Cc(G,H). Since r 7→ Ur is strongly continuous, r 7→ Ur ξ̂(r)
is continuous for ξ̂ ∈ Cc(G,H). Using compositions of these continous maps, we get that
Cc(G,H) ∈ Dom(θ̂) ∩ Dom(θ̂−1) and that Cc(G,H) is stable by θ̂ and θ̂−1.
We will show in Proposition 2.21 that the map β defined by
β(f)(r) := p(r) f(r), f ∈ Cc(G,A), r ∈ G (2.13)
is an automorphism of Cc(G,A) satisfying
ρ̂ [β(f)] ξ̂ = θ̂ ρ̂(f) θ̂−1 ξ̂ for any ξ̂ ∈ Cc(G,H) and f ∈ Cc(G,A). (2.14)
We prove in Proposition 2.21 that β is also an automorphism of B.
– Let D̂ be the unbounded operator well defined on Û∗ Cc(G,Dom(D)) by
(D̂ ξ̂ )(r) := U∗r DUr ξ̂(r). (2.15)
Then the twisted commutator [D̂, ρ̂(f)]β := D̂ ρ̂(f)− ρ̂(β[f ])D̂ is bounded for any f ∈ B as
shown in Lemma 2.24.
– The last important object is the unbounded operator defined on Û∗ Ŷp by
Tη, ω := η1+ ω θ̂ (2.16)
where η, ω ∈ R with ω 6= 0 are arbitrary real parameters. This operator has also bounded
twisted commutator with ρ̂(f) as shown in Lemma 2.25.
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Let us now define the ingredients of our modular-type β-twisted spectral triple (B,H,D):
– H := Ĥ ⊗ C2 = L2(G, dµG)⊗H ⊗ C2,
– π := ρ̂⊗ IdC2 on H,
– the operator D on H is given by
D := D̂ ⊗ γ1 + Tη, ω ⊗ γ2, (2.17)
where γ1, γ2 are the usual selfadjoint Pauli matrices on C2,
- We promote θ̂ to an operator on H via
Θ := θ̂ ⊗ 1. (2.18)
We show in Proposition 2.6 that D and Θ are selfadjoint operators on specified domains.
Our main result in this section is the following
Theorem 2.5 Given a spectral triple (A,H,D) and a dynamical system (A, G, α) satisfying
Hypothesis 2.3, then (B,H,D, β) is a modular-type β-twisted spectral triple (modulo some
convergence of an integral on the group to get (2.2), see Proposition 2.10 or its corollary).
2.2 About D and Θ
For any r ∈ G and η, ω ∈ R, c 6= 0, let us define successively the following operators:
Tp(r) := η + ω ρ[p(r)] acting on H,
Dr := D ⊗ γ1 + Tp(r)⊗ γ2 acting on H ⊗C2,
Vr := Ur ⊗ 12 acting on H ⊗C2.
Then
(D ξ)(r) = V ∗r Dr Vr ξ(r), for ξ ∈ Dom(D).
We propose now the set which will be helpful for the domain of D:
Y := {ψ ∈ H |ψ(r) ∈ Dom(D)⊗C2 dµ-a.e. and [r ∈ G 7→ ‖Dr ψ‖H⊗C2] ∈ L2(G)}.
Defining V : r ∈ G 7→ Vr which is a unitary on H, we get
Proposition 2.6 The operator D defined on Dom(D) := V∗Y is selfadjoint.
The operator Θ defined on Dom(Θ) := V∗(Ŷp ⊗C2) is selfadjoint and positive.
Proof We first show that D is well defined on V∗Y : ‖D V∗ψ‖2H =
∫
G dµ(r) ‖Dr ψ(r)‖2H⊗C2 is
finite for ψ ∈ Y by hypothesis since ψ(r) = V ∗r (ξ̂(r)⊗ v) with v ∈ C2 and ξ̂(r) ∈ Dom(D) for
any r ∈ G, so Drψ(r) = DU∗r ξ̂(r)⊗ γ1 v + Tp(r)U∗r ξ̂(r)⊗ γ2 v is well defined by Hypothesis
2.3-(5). Since Tp(r) is a bounded selfadjoint operator onH , Tp(r)⊗γ2 is a bounded selfadjoint
perturbation of the selfadjoint unbounded operator D ⊗ γ1 on Dom(D) ⊗ C2, and Dr is a
selfadjoint on Dom(Dr) := Dom(D)⊗C2 [27, Chap. V, Sect 4, Theorem 4.3]. Moreover, one
checks directly that D is symmetric on V∗Y , which is dense by Hypothesis 2.3-(6).
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To obtain selfadjointness of D, we show that Ran(D ± i) = H:
Since Dr is selfadjoint for any r ∈ G, Ran(Dr + i) = H ⊗ C2. When ϕ ∈ H, define
ϕ0(r) := (Dr + i)−1Vr ϕ(r) for any r ∈ G. Then
‖ϕ0(r)‖H⊗C2 ≤ ‖(Dr + i)−1‖B(H⊗C2)‖ϕ(r)‖H⊗C2 ≤ ‖ϕ(r)‖H⊗C2,
so that ϕ0 ∈ H, and ‖Dr ϕ0(r)‖H⊗C2 ≤ ‖Dr(Dr + i)−1‖B(H⊗C2)‖ϕ(r)‖H⊗C2 ≤ ‖ϕ(r)‖H⊗C2 .
Thus ϕ0(r) ∈ Dom(Dr) and r 7→ ‖Drϕ0(r)‖H⊗C2 is in L2(G). Then ψ := V∗ϕ0 belongs to
V∗Y and (D+i)ψ = ϕ by construction, yielding (D+i)V∗Y = H. Similarly, (D−i)V∗Y = H,
showing D is selfadjoint on V∗Y .
Let us now consider Θ. It is sufficient to prove that θ̂ is selfadjoint on its domain
Dom(θ̂) := Û∗ Ŷp and positive. From Lemma 2.4, Dom(θ̂) is dense in Ĥ . For r ∈ G, the
operator ξ 7→ θr ξ := ρ(αr−1 [p(r)]) ξ is positive and bounded on H , so that Ran(θr ± i) = H .
Similar arguments already used for D shows that θ̂ is selfadjoint and positive on Û∗ Ŷp.
While the hypothesis (2.9) is sufficient to get a bounded twisted commutator, we cannot
expect it is also sufficient to get (2.2) and we need more information like for instance the
convergence of the integral in Proposition 2.10 for c = 1 < s.
Lemma 2.7 Despite the fact that Θ can be an unbounded operator,
Θc(1+D2)−c/2 is bounded for any c ≥ 0. (2.19)
In particular, Θc(1+D2)−1/2 is bounded when 0 ≤ c ≤ 1.
Proof If A = Θc(1+D2)−c/2, then A is bounded since |A∗| is bounded:
|A∗|2 = Θc(1+D2)−cΘc ≤ Θc(ω2Θ2)−cΘc = ω−2c 1.
Thus Θc(1+D2)−1/2 = Θc (1+D2)−c/2 (1+D2)−(1−c)/2 is bounded when 0 ≤ c ≤ 1.
Remark 2.8 Our construction differs from [4, 23, 36]: for r ∈ G, the difference UrDU∗r −D
does not extend a priori to a bounded operator. If for instance G is discrete and z(r) = ϑ(r)1,
with ϑ : G→ C× a group homomorphism (see Section 5.2 for an example), this difference is
equal to (|ϑ(r)|−2− 1)D which is unbounded for each r not in the kernel of ϑ. So we are not
dealing with an unbounded equivariant Kasparov module defining a class in KKG1 (A,C). 
2.3 About the spectral dimension
The change of Hilbert space H → Ĥ is quite important in this construction. We have
supposed in Hypothesis 2.3 that (ρ, U,H) is a covariant representation of (A, G, α), so that
it is possible to consider the integrated representation U ⋉ ρ of G⋉α,red A on H defined by
(U ⋉ ρ)(f) ξ :=
∫
G
dµG(r) ρ[f(r)]Ur ξ for any f ∈ L1(G,A) and ξ ∈ H .
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Then the original operator D acts on H and we have
D(U ⋉ ρ)(f) ξ =
∫
G
dµG(r)Dρ[f(r)]Ur ξ,
(U ⋉ ρ)β(f)Dξ =
∫
G
dµG(r) ρ[p(r)f(r)]UrD ξ =
∫
G
dµ(r) ρ[f(r) p(r)]UrDU
∗
r Ur ξ
=
∫
G
dµG(r) ρ[f(r)]z(r)z(r)
∗ z(r)∗−1Dz(r)−1 Ur ξ
=
∫
G
dµG(r) ρ[f(r)]z(r)Dz(r)
−1Ur ξ
so that [
D, (U ⋉ ρ)(f)
]
β
ξ =
∫
G
dµG(r)
[
D, ρ[f(r)]z(r)
]
z(r)−1 Ur ξ.
Using the inequality (2.9), the operator [D, (U ⋉ ρ)(f)]β is bounded as shown in the proof of
Lemma 2.24. Thus (B, H,D, β) defines a β-twisted spectral triple once we know that (2.1)
holds true, namely that (U ⋉ ρ)(f)(1+D2)−1/2 is compact:
(U ⋉ ρ)(f)(1+D2)−1/2 =
∫
G
dµG(r) ρ[f(r)]Ur(1+D
2)−1/2
=
∫
G
dµG(r)U
∗
r ρ[β(f)(r)] (1+D
2)−1/2.
Since (2.1) is satisfied for (A,H,D), the integrand is in K(H) (compact operators on H) for
any f ∈ L1(G,A) and r ∈ G. Since this integral coincides with the Bochner integral because
K(H) is separable [30], it is compact.
Of course, if the crossed product is the discrete one as used in [14], then the integral is
replaced by a finite series and (2.1) is satisfied!
However, one will see on the affine group example, see Remark 5.11, that the spectral
dimension of this last twisted spectral triple remains unchanged, while we precisely want
to measure the possible influence of the action of G on the original spectral dimension of
(A,H,D). Recall that for a finitely summable triple (A,H,D), the spectral dimension is
defined by (see [10])
p := inf{s > 0 | ∀a ∈ A+, Tr π(a)(1+D2)−s/2 <∞}. (2.20)
This is mainly why we prefer to change the Hilbert space representation from H to Ĥ . This in
fact creates room enough to implement the twist β via an operator θ̂ on Ĥ which is crucially
involved in the definition of D, see (2.17).
Conversely, if the original triple is finitely summable, our modular-type twisted spectral
triple possibly loses this property. This is for instance the case of the affine group where
π(a) (1+D)−s/2 is never trace-class for any s > 0 [32, Proposition 27]. Thus, we are driven to
follow a different path and we investigate the compactness of the operator Θ π(a) (1+D)−s/2
as a function of s ∈ R, see Proposition 2.10. Moreover, for the affine group considered in
Section 5.1, we prove in Remark 5.10 that Θ π(a) (1 + D)−s/2 π(b) is in the Dixmier-class
for s = 2 for any a, b ∈ B. This is why we asked in a modular-type spectral triple for the
replacement of (2.1) by (2.2).
We first want to know when Θ π(f)(1 + D2)−s/2 is a compact operator and begin with
a simple lemma on the compactness of operators which are compact-operator-valued and
whose kernel satisfies a Hilbert–Schmidt type condition.
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For a separable Hilbert space H , let K(H) be the separable C∗-algebra of compact op-
erators on H and L2(G× G, dµG × dµG) ⊗ K(H) be the completion of the algebraic tensor
product L2(G×G, dµG × dµG)⊙K(H) for the Hilbert–Schmidt norm
‖K‖2H.S. :=
∫
G×G
dµG(r) dµG(r
′) ‖K(r, r′)‖2B(H)
for any K ∈ L2(G×G, dµG × dµG)⊙K(H).
Lemma 2.9 When K ∈ L2(G×G, dµG × dµG)⊗K(H) (i.e. ‖K‖H.S. <∞), the associated
operator XK defined on Ĥ := L
2(G, dµG) ⊗ H by (XK ξ̂ )(r) := ∫G dµG(r′)K(r, r′) ξ̂(r′) is
compact.
Proof This is an adaptation of the usual proof that any Hilbert–Schmidt operator is com-
pact. The separability of K(H) ensures that the integrals we consider are strong integrals,
in the sense of Bochner [30]. For any ξ̂ ∈ Ĥ, one has with Hölder inequality
‖XK ξ̂ ‖2Ĥ =
∫
G
dµG(r) ‖(XK ξ̂ )(r)‖2H
≤
∫
G
dµG(r)
(∫
G
dµG(r
′) ‖K(r, r′)‖B(H)‖ξ̂(r′)‖H
)2
= ‖K‖2H.S. ‖ξ̂ ‖2Ĥ
so ‖XK‖B(Ĥ) ≤ ‖K‖H.S. <∞.
Let {φn}n∈N be an orthonormal basis of the separable Hilbert space L2(G, dµG). Then
the φm ⊗ φn’s, for m,n ∈ N, produce an orthonormal basis for L2(G × G, dµG × dµG), and
by definition, the kernel K ∈ L2(G×G, dµG × dµG)⊗K(H) is limit of elements of the form
KN =
∑
m,n≤N
φm ⊗ φn ⊗ km,n with km,n ∈ K(H).
The operator XN on Ĥ defined by the kernel KN belongs to K(L2(G, dµG))⊗K(H) ⊂ K(Ĥ )
because it is a finite sum of rank one operators along L2(G, dµG) and compact operators
along H . The inequality ‖X −XN‖B(Ĥ) ≤ ‖K −KN‖H.S. implies that X ∈ K(Ĥ).
Proposition 2.10 Suppose that [D̂, Tη, ω] extends to a bounded operator on Ĥ, and let c ≥ 0
and s ≥ 1.
(1) The operator Θc π(f)(1+D2)−s/2 on H is compact for any f ∈ B when∫
G
dµG(r)∆G(r)
−1‖ρ[p(r)]‖2cB(H) ‖[1+ Tp(r)2]−1‖sB(H) <∞. (2.21)
(2) When the original triple (A,H,D) is unital, the operator Θc (1+ D2)−s/2 is compact
when (2.21) holds true even if B is not unital.
Before the proof we begin with the following remark: since
‖[D̂, Tη, ω] ξ̂ ‖2Ĥ ≤
∫
G
dµG(r)‖[D, Tp(r)]‖2B(H) ‖ξ̂(r)‖2H ,
the boundedness of [D̂, Tη, ω] is related to the behavior in r of the family of operators
[D, Tp(r)] = ω[D, ρ(p(r))] on H . For instance, if ‖[D, ρ(p(r))]‖B(H) is uniformly bounded
in r ∈ G, then [D̂, Tη, ω] is bounded.
When B is unital, so is B = G⋉α,red A and this happens if and only if G is discrete and
A is unital [5, II.10.3.9]. In this case, (1) implies (2).
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Proof (1): From the definition (2.17) of D, one has
D2 = (D̂2 + T 2η, ω)⊗ 12 + i[Tη, ω, D̂ ]⊗ γ3, (2.22)
so that D2 is a bounded perturbation of (D̂2 + T 2η, ω) ⊗ 12 and it is sufficient to prove com-
pactness of the operator θ̂c ρ̂(f)[1+ D̂2 + T 2η, ω]−s/2 on Ĥ .
Since i[Tη, ω, D̂ ] ξ̂(r) = U∗r i[Tp(r), D]Ur ξ̂(r) by (2.15) and (2.5) and i[Tp(r), D] is a sym-
metric operator on H for any r ∈ G, i[Tη, ω, D̂ ] is symmetric so selfadjoint being bounded.
Thus (2.22) implies that the unbounded operator (D̂2+ T 2η, ω)⊗12 is selfadjoint and positive
on H since D2 is selfadjoint by Proposition 2.6. For ξ̂ ∈ Dom(D̂2 + T 2η, ω), we get
([1+ D̂2 + T 2η, ω] ξ̂ )(r) = U∗r [1+D2 + Tp(r)2]Ur ξ̂(r).
Since X−s/2 = Γ(s/2)−1
∫∞
0 dt t
s/2−1e−tX for any positive operator X and s > 0, one gets,
with X = 1+ D̂2 + T 2η, ω,
([1+ D̂2 + T 2η, ω]−s/2 ξ̂ )(r) = U∗r [1+D2 + Tp(r)2]−s/2Ur ξ̂(r).
Given c > 0 and s ≥ 1, one has
( θc ρ̂(f)[1+ D̂2 + T 2η, ω ]−s/2 ξ̂ )(r)
=
∫
G
dµG(r
′) ρ(αr−1 [p(r)
cf(r′)])U∗r′−1r[1+D
2 + Tp(r
′−1r)2]−s/2 Ur′−1r ξ̂(r
′−1r)
=
∫
G
dµG(r
′)Kc,s(r, r′) ξ̂(r′)
where
Kc,s(r, r
′) := ∆G(r′)−1 U∗r′ ρ
(
αr′r−1[p(r)
cf(rr′−1)]
)
[1+D2 + Tp(r
′)2]−s/2Ur′ . (2.23)
One has ρ(a)(1 +D2)−1 ∈ K(H) since by hypothesis (2.1) on the spectral triple (A,H,D),
ρ(a)(1+D2)−1/2 ∈ K(H), so
ρ(a) [1+D2 + Tp(r
′)2]−1 = ρ(a)(1 +D2)−1
[
1− Tp(r′)2 [1+D2 + Tp(r′)2]−1
]
is compact, as a bounded deformation of ρ(a)(1+D2)−1.
Since an operator T is compact if TT ∗ is compact, we get that ρ(a)[1 +D2 + Tp(r′)2]−1/2 is
compact, and so is ρ(a)[1+D2 + Tp(r
′)2]−s/2 for s ≥ 1. This implies that Kc,s(r, r′) ∈ K(H)
for any r, r′ ∈ G and any c > 0, s ≥ 1.
For r ∈ G, one has
[1+D2 + Tp(r)
2]−1 = [1+ Tp(r)2]−
1
2
[
1+ (1+ Tp(r)
2)−
1
2D2 (1+ Tp(r)
2)−
1
2
]−1
(1+ Tp(r)
2)−
1
2
thus [1+D2 + Tp(r)
2]
−1 ≤ [1+ Tp(r)2]−1 and
‖[1+D2 + Tp(r)2]−s/2‖2B(H) = ‖[1+D2 + Tp(r)2]−1‖sB(H) ≤ ‖[1+ Tp(r)2]−1‖sB(H).
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Using ‖ρ(αr[p(r′)c])‖B(H) = ‖ρ[p(r′)]‖cB(H) for r, r′ ∈ G by (2.5), M2f := supr∈Sf‖ρ[f(r)]‖2B(H),
one gets the estimate
‖Kc,s(r, r′)‖2B(H) ≤M2f ∆G(r′)−2 1Sf (rr′−1) ‖ρ[p(r)]‖2cB(H) ‖[1+ Tp(r′)2]−1‖sB(H).
Let Nz,Sf := supr∈Sf‖ρ[p(r)]‖B(H). One has rr′−1 ∈ Sf iff r ∈ Sfr′ (right translated of Sf by
r′), and
sup
r∈Sf r′
‖ρ[p(r)]‖B(H) = sup
r∈Sf
‖ρ[p(rr′)]‖B(H)
≤ sup
r∈Sf
‖ρ[p(r)]‖B(H)‖ρ[p(r′)]‖B(H) by (2.26) and (2.5)
≤ Nz,Sf‖ρ[p(r′)]‖B(H).
This gives
‖Kc,s‖2H.S.
≤M2f
∫
G×G
dµG(r)dµG(r
′)∆G(r′)−2 1Sf (rr
′−1) ‖ρ[p(r)]‖2cB(H) ‖[1+ Tp(r′)2]−1‖sB(H) (2.24)
≤M2fN2cz,Sf µG(Sf)
∫
G
dµG(r
′)∆G(r′)−1‖ρ[p(r′)]‖2cB(H) ‖[1+ Tp(r′)2]−1‖sB(H).
Thus, if (2.21) holds true, the last integral converges and using Lemma 2.9, one concludes
that θc ρ̂(f)[1+ D̂2 + T 2η, ω]−s/2 is compact.
(2): When A is unital, (1+D2)−1/2 is compact, so one can take a = 1 and forget about
ρ̂(f) in the above arguments. So the kernel Kc,s(r, r
′) in (2.23) is now diagonal and there is
no need of the support of f to take care of one of the two integrals in (2.24).
Remark that the compactness of Θc π(f)(1+D2)−1/2 simply means that Θc π(f) is relatively
compact with respect toD for any f ∈ B: the operatorA = Θcπ(f)(D−i1)−1 is compact since
AA∗ = [Θcπ(f)(1+D2)−1/2] [Θcπ(f)(1+D2)−1/2]∗ is compact. In particular π(f ∗)Θcπ(f) is
a selfadjoint operator which is D-bounded, so there exists a, b ≥ 0 depending on f , such that
‖π(f ∗)Θcπ(f)ξ‖ ≤ a‖Dξ‖+ b‖ξ‖ for any ξ ∈ Dom(D),
and the infimum of all admissible a’s is zero. We will see an example in (5.4).
Note that in the affine group case, the integral of (2.21) with c = 0 diverges, see (5.2);
similarly, the integral (2.21) of Proposition 2.10 diverges for s = 1, see (5.3) for any c ≥ 1.
Corollary 2.11 Assume that (2.21) holds true for any c and s such that 0 < c < 1 < s.
Assume also that βc is an automorphism of B (see Proposition 2.21) and Θc(1 + D2)−c/2
converges in norm to 1 when c→ 0.
Then, the operator π(f)(1+D2)−1/2 is compact for any f ∈ B.
Proof By hypothesis, the operator
Θc π(f)(1+D2)−c/2(1+D2)−1/2 = π(g)[Θc (1+D2)−c/2](1+D2)−1/2
is compact for any c > 0 by an application of Proposition 2.10 and this gives the result since
π(f) and (1+D2)−1/2 are bounded while the term in bracket, which is bounded by Lemma
2.7, goes to 1 when c→ 0.
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When [Θ,D] = 0, which will be the case in Section 2.7, then Θc(1+D2)−c/2 = Xc, where
X = Θ (1 + D2)−1/2 is a positive invertible operator, which is bounded as already seen in
Lemma 2.7.
By construction, Θ is derived from the cocycle p = zz∗, see (2.12), which defines the
automorphism β by (2.13) and z is the answer of α to the covariant representation, see (2.5).
For c > 0, the operator Θc is not necessarily derived by this procedure from an action αc of
G on A: only the case c = 1 is important algebraically.
2.4 On the choice of B
In [42], several constructions of smooth dense subalgebras of a C∗-crossed product are exhib-
ited. We recall here some of them, and outline their importance for our construction.
Let A be a Fréchet space with a topology given by an increasing family of semi-norms
‖ ‖m, m ∈ N. When A has an algebra structure, A is said to be a Fréchet ∗-algebra if the
multiplication is continuous (so is automatically jointly continuous) and the involution is also
continuous. The algebra is m-convex when the semi-norms ‖ ‖m are submultiplicative.
The action α : r ∈ G 7→ αr ∈ Aut(A) of a topological group G on A is continuous if, for
any a ∈ A, r ∈ G 7→ αr(a) is continuous for each semi-norm ‖ ‖m, m ∈ N. A scale on G
is a continuous map w : G → [0,∞) (in [42], w is only assumed to be a Borel map which
is bounded on compact subsets of G). The scale w is sub-polynomial if there exists c > 0
and d ∈ N such that w(rr′) ≤ c [1 + w(r)]d [1 + w(r′)]d for any r, r′ ∈ G. The action α is w-
tempered if, for eachm ∈ N, there exists c > 0 and k, l ∈ N such that ‖αr(a)‖m ≤ c wk(r)‖a‖l
for any r ∈ G, a ∈ A. The action α is ∗-preserving if αr(a∗) = [αr(a)]∗ for any r ∈ G, a ∈ A.
Lemma 2.12 Let A be a Fréchet ∗-algebra endowed with a ∗-preserving continuous action
α of a locally compact group G which is w-tempered for a scale w on G. Then Cc(G,A) is a
∗-algebra for the convolution product (2.3) and involution (2.4).
Moreover, if the inclusion A →֒ A is continuous and A is dense in A, then Cc(G,A) is a
dense ∗-subalgebra of Cc(G,A), and so of B = G⋉α,red A.
When the hypotheses of the lemma are satisfied, the algebra B = Cc(G,A) is a good
candidate to enter into the modular-type β-twisted spectral triple of Theorem 2.5.
Proof First, notice that the map (r, a) ∈ G× A 7→ αr(a) ∈ A is continuous:
‖αr′(a′)− αr(a)‖m ≤ ‖αr′(a′)− αr′(a)‖m + ‖αr′(a)− αr(a)‖m
≤ c wk(r′)‖a′ − a‖l + ‖αr′(a)− αr(a)‖m,
and, as r′ → r and a′ → a, these terms go to 0 since w is continuous, and r 7→ αr(a) is
continuous for each semi-norm.
Let f, g ∈ Cc(G,A). In (2.3), the integrand h(r′) := f(r′)αr′[g(r′−1r)] is A-valued and
has a compact support since it is included in the support of f . Since, for any r ∈ G,
the map r′ 7→ αr′[g(r′−1r)] is continuous by continuity of r′ 7→ g(r′−1r) and continuity of
(r, a) 7→ αr(a), the map r′ 7→ h(r′) is continuous.
Thus (f ⋆α g)(r) =
∫
G dµG(r
′) h(r′) ∈ A since it belongs to µG(Supph) × co(h(G)) (see
[41, 3.27 Theorem] or [45, Section 1.5]) and A is a completely metrizable locally convex space
[1, 5.35 Theorem]. The support of f ⋆α g is included in the product in G of the supports of
f and g, so is compact.
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Thus it remains to show that the map r ∈ G 7→ f ⋆α g(r) is continuous. For any m ∈ N
and any s, r ∈ G,
‖(f ⋆α g)(s)− (f ⋆α g)(r)‖m ≤
∫
G
dµ(r′) ‖f(r′)αr′[g(r′−1s)− g(r′−1r)]‖m
≤
∫
G
dµ(r′) ‖f(r′)‖p ‖αr′ [g(r′−1s)− g(r′−1r)]‖q
≤ cq
∫
G
dµ(r′)wkq(r′) ‖f(r′)‖p ‖g(r′−1s)− g(r′−1r)‖q
≤ c′
∫
G
dµ(r′)‖f(r′)‖p ‖g(r′−1s)− g(r′−1r)‖q. (2.25)
Let Sf = Supp f and Sg = Supp g. Then there exist some constants Mf ,Mg > 0 such that
‖f(r′)‖p ≤ Mf χSf (r′) and ‖g(r′−1s)‖q ≤ Mg χSg(r′−1s). Let K be a compact neighborhood
of r: as s → r, we may suppose that s ∈ K, and then χSg(r′−1s) ≤ χKS−1g (r′), as well as
χSg(r
′−1r) ≤ χKS−1g (r′). Then ‖g(r′−1s)−g(r′−1r)‖q ≤ 2MgχKS−1g (r′), and the integral (2.25)
is dominated by 2c′MfMg
∫
G dµ(r
′)χSf (r
′)χKS−1g (r
′) <∞. Since the integrand is continuous
in r, by dominated convergence this yields that f ⋆α g is a continuous function from G to the
Fréchet space A, so is in Cc(G,A).
Moreover, to prove that f ∗ (which has a compact support and is A-valued) is continuous,
notice that α preserves the involution and that r 7→ αr[f(r−1)] is continuous as a composition
of continuous functions: r 7→ (r, f(r−1)) 7→ αr[f(r−1)].
The continuity of the inclusion of A in A assures that the integral in (2.3) (defined by
duality) gives the same result in A and in A, so the products of Cc(G,A) and Cc(G,A) are
the same. The density of A in A gives the density of Cc(G,A) in Cc(G,A), and then in
G⋉α,red A.
Remark 2.13 Notice that B = Cc(G,A) is not a Fréchet algebra. It is possible to embed
it as a dense ∗-subalgebra of the Fréchet ∗-algebra Lw1 (G,A) provided that the continuous
∗-preserving action α is w-tempered for a sub-polynomial scale w on G which is equivalent
to its inverse w−(r) := w(r−1) [42, Theorem 2.2.6]. Roughly speaking, elements in Lw1 (G,A)
are functions G→ A which are L1 when multiplied by any power of w, i.e. they are functions
decreasing at infinity faster than w−k for any k ≥ 0 (see Section 5.1.2 for more details when
A = C). This algebra Lw1 (G,A) is m-convex when A is m-convex and α is m-w-tempered:
for each m ∈ N, there exists c > 0 such that ‖αr(a)‖m ≤ c wm(r)‖a‖m for any r ∈ G [42,
Theorem 3.1.7].
An important desired property for the smooth algebra B in the C∗-algebra B is its spectral
invariance since the two algebras will have the sameK-theory, see [43] for sufficient conditions.
Notice that the criteria used to construct B can be mimicked to construct YB when ρ̂ is a
GNS representation. 
2.5 Cocycles considerations
We gather here some facts about cocycles, which are essential in our construction. Some
properties established here will be used in other sections.
Definition 2.14 For a subgroup X of M(A)×, the set Z1(G,X) of X-valued α-one-cocycles
is the set of c ∈ Z1(G,M(A)×) such that c(r) ∈ X, ∀r ∈ G and
c(rr′) = c(r)αr[c(r′)], ∀ r, r′ ∈ G. (2.26)
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This cocycle relation implies that
c(e) = 1, c(r)−1 = αr[c(r−1)], c(r−1) = αr−1 [c(r)
−1], ∀r ∈ G (2.27)
and αr[c(r
′)] ∈ X for all r, r′. The kernel of c is a subgroup of G and if the action α is trivial,
Z1(G,X) = Hom(G,X).
The role of X and the fact that α preserves X or not can be made clear. If X ′ is the
subgroup ofX generated by the c(r), r ∈ G, remark that (2.27) only implies that αr(X ′) = X ′
but not necessarily that αr(X) ⊂ X. For instance, we will use later Z1(G,Z(A)×) and
c(r) := γ(r)1 where γ : G → C× is a group homomorphism; thus c ∈ Z1(G,X = Z(A)×)
while X ′ = C× $ X, so that αr does not have to preserve X.
Since αr preserves A for any r ∈ G, we have αr(Z(A)×) = Z(A)×: indeed, for c ∈ Z(A)×
and a ∈ A, we get
αr(c) a = αr[c αr−1(a)] = αr[αr−1(a) c] = aαr(c),
so the first equality proves αr(c) a ∈ A since by hypothesis αr−1(a) ∈ A, and moreover that
αr(c) commutes with A.
For any maps c, c′ : G → X, the product, inverse, adjoint and positivity are defined via
(cc′)(r) := c(r) c′(r), c−1(r) := c(r)−1, c∗(r) := c(r)∗ and c(r) > 0 for any r ∈ G, and for any
c > 0 and z ∈ C, define cz(r) := c(r)z.
Lemma 2.15 One has:
1) Z(A)× ⊂ Z(M(A))×, so Z(A)×is an abelian group;
2) Z1(G,Z(A)×) is an abelian group stable by adjoint and polar decomposition and for any
positive c ∈ Z1(G,Z(A)×), cz ∈ Z1(G,Z(A)×) for any z ∈ C.
Proof 1) The abelianness of Z(A)× will follow from the inclusion Z(A)× ⊂ Z(M(A))×.
It is sufficient for this inclusion to prove that for m ∈M(A), c ∈ Z(A)×, b ∈ A, mc b = cm b
since, A being an essential ideal in M(A), this will imply mc = cm.
For a given b ∈ A, let aα ∈ A be a net norm-converging to b. Then mc b = limαmcaα = cm b
because m(caα) = m(aαc) = (maα)c = c(maα).
Now, for c, c′ ∈ Z1(G,Z(A)×) and a ∈ A, since all elements commute,
(cc′)(rr′) = c(rr′) c′(rr′) = c(r)αr[c(r
′)] c′(r)αr[c
′(r′)] = c(r)c′(r)αr[c(r
′)]αr[c
′(r′)]
= cc′(r)αr[cc′(r′)],
c−1(rr′) = c(rr′)−1 = [ c(r)αr[c(r′)] ]
−1
= αr[c(r
′)]−1 c(r)−1 = c−1(r)αr[c−1(r′)].
It is obvious that r 7→ 1 ∈M(A) is the unit for the product and that c−1 is the inverse of c,
so Z1(G,Z(A)×) is an abelian group.
2) If c ∈ Z1(G,Z(A)×) and a ∈ A, c∗(r) a = [a∗ c(r)]∗ = [c(r) a∗]∗ = a c(r)∗ = a c∗(r) ∈ A
so that c∗(r) ∈ Z(A)× for r ∈ G. On the other hand,
c∗(rr′) = c(rr′)∗ = [c(r)αr(c(r′))]∗ = αr[c(r′)]∗ c(r)∗ = c∗(r)αr[c∗(r′)], (2.28)
so that c∗ is a one-cocycle.
Let c ∈ Z1(G,Z(A)×) be positive. Using the continuous functional calculus in the C∗-
algebra M(A), for any z ∈ C, c(r)z ∈ M(A) is well defined, and for any a ∈ A ⊂ M(A)
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one has [c(r), a] = 0, so that [c(r)z, a] = 0. This implies that c(r)z ∈ Z(A)×. For r, r′ ∈ G,
c(r)αr(c(r
′)) > 0 since c(r) and αr[c(r′)] commute, so
cz(rr′) =
[
c(r)αr[c(r
′)]
]z
= c(r)z αr[c(r
′)]z = cz(r) (αr[c(r′)])z
and cz is a one-cocycle. Thus if c ∈ Z1(G,Z(A)×), then |c| := (c∗c)1/2 is a positive one-
cocycle, and u := c |c|−1 is also a one-cocycle, which is unitary because [c, |c|−1] = 0.
Lemma 2.16 Let c be in Z1(G,M(A)×) such that c is continuous.
(i) If c−1 is also continuous, then the map r ∈ G 7→ αr(a) c(r) ∈M(A) is continuous for any
a ∈ A (for the strict topology).
(ii) The same conclusion holds for any continuous c ∈ Z1(G,Z(M(A))×).
Proof Let r, r′ ∈ G and b ∈ A.
(i) We have
‖αr(a) c(r) b− αr′(a) c(r′) b‖ = ‖[αr(a)− αr′(a)] c(r) b+ αr′(a)[c(r)− c(r′)] b‖
≤ ‖αr(a)− αr′(a)‖ ‖c(r) b‖+ ‖a‖ ‖[c(r)− c(r′)] b‖
so we get the continuity of r ∈ G 7→ ‖αr(a) c(r) b‖ from the continuities of α and c.
Moreover, thanks to (2.27),
‖b αr(a) c(r) − b αr′(a) c(r′)‖ = ‖c∗(r)αr(a∗) b∗ − c∗(r′)αr′(a∗) b∗‖
= ‖αr[c∗−1(r−1) a∗] b∗ − αr′ [c∗−1(r′−1) a∗] b∗‖
= ‖[αr − αr′][c∗−1(r−1) a∗] b∗ + αr′[c∗−1(r−1) a∗ − c∗−1(r′−1) a∗] b∗‖
≤ ‖[αr − αr′][c∗−1(r−1) a∗]‖ ‖b∗‖+ ‖[c∗−1(r−1)− c∗−1(r′−1)] a∗‖ ‖b∗‖
and we get the continuity of r ∈ G 7→ ‖b αr(a) c(r)‖ since c−1, so (c−1)∗, is continuous.
(ii) When c ∈ Z1(G,Z(M(A))×), we use
‖b αr(a) c(r) − b αr′(a) c(r′)‖ = ‖αr(a∗) c∗(r) b∗ − αr′(a∗) c∗(r′) b∗‖
and conclude as in the first part of the proof of (i).
In some examples that will be given in Sections 4 and 5, some cocycles will be of the form
c(r) = γ(r)1 where 1 is the unit in M(A) and γ : G → R×+ is a continuous morphism of
groups. This is why in Section 2.7 we specify the construction for this situation.
Remark 2.17 (The cohomology class of a cocycle) Two cocycles c, c′ ∈ Z1(G,X) are
said to be cohomologous if there exists b ∈ X such that c′(r) = b−1 c(r)αr(b). The one-
cocycle z is a coboundary if it is cohomologous to the trivial cocycle c(r) = 1 for all r ∈ G.
Now define the two cohomology multiplicative groups
H0(G,X) := {b ∈ X | αr(b) = b, ∀r ∈ G}, H1(G,X) := Z1(G,X)/{coboundaries}.
If c ∈ Z1(G,X) and b ∈ X, then c′(r) = c(r) b−1 αr(b) defines a cocycle cohomologous to z.
When c(r) = ϑ(r)1, c′ is not necessarily a multiple of 1, so that the class of c in H1(G,X)
may contain cocycles not multiple of 1. Some cohomological aspects of the construction will
be exemplify in Proposition 5.14. 
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When the group G is compact, the cocycles are trivial in some generic situations:
Lemma 2.18 Let X ⊂ M(A) be a cone which is a quasi-complete topological space, and
X+ := X ∩M(A)×+. Let α be an action of G on X such that αr : X → X is continuous for
any r ∈ G, and let c ∈ Z1(G,X+) be a α-one-cocycle.
Then this cocycle c is trivial when G is compact.
Proof Since X is quasi-complete, X is a cone, integration preserves positivity, and c−1 is
continuous, one has b :=
∫
G dµG(r
′) c(r′)−1 ∈ X+. Since the bounded positive operators c(r′)
have a bounded inverse, c(r′) ≥ ǫr′ 1 for ǫr′ > 0 and b is invertible since G is compact. Then,
by continuity of αr,
αr(b) =
∫
G
dµG(r
′)αr[c(r′)−1] =
∫
G
dµG(r
′) c(rr′)−1 c(r) = b c(r)
and c(r) = b−1αr(b) for any r ∈ G.
Two actions α and α′ of G on A are said to be exterior equivalent [37, 8.11.3] if there
exists a continuous one-cocycle u ∈ Z1(G,UM(A)) such that α′r(a) := u(r)αr(a) u(r)∗ for
any a ∈ A and r ∈ G. Then the crossed product C∗-algebras G ⋉α A and G ⋉α′ A are
isomorphic as well as the reduced ones. This isomorphism is induced by the morphism of
∗-algebras ϕ : Cc(G,A)α → Cc(G,A)α′ defined by ϕ(f)(r) := f(r) u(r)∗, where Cc(G,A)α
(resp. Cc(G,A)α′) is the vector space Cc(G,A) equipped with the product (2.3) and the
involution (2.4) for α (resp. α′) [45, Lemma 2.68].
Proposition 2.19 Suppose that Hypothesis 2.3 is satisfied and produces the modular-type
β-twisted spectral triple (B,H,D) of Theorem 2.5. Let u ∈ Z1(G,UM(A)) be a continuous
one-cocycle. Then, there exists a modular-type β-twisted spectral triple (B′,H,D′) where
B′ := ϕ(B) ⊂ Cc(G,A)α′, D′ := D̂′ ⊗ γ1 + T ′η, ω ⊗ γ2 with (D̂′ ξ̂ )(r) := U∗r u(r)∗Du(r)Ur ξ̂(r)
and T ′η, ω := Tη, ω.
Proof The operator associated to α′ in (2.5) is U ′r = ρ[u(r)]Ur for r ∈ G which is still a uni-
tary representation, and (2.6) is satisfied for the same operator D with z′(r) := ρ[u(r)] z(r).
Remark that if Cr is the common core of UrDU∗r and z(r)∗−1D z(r−1) then ρ[u(r)] Cr is a
common core of U ′∗r DU
′∗
r and z
′(r)∗−1D z′(r−1).
Notice that ρ[p′(r)] = z′(r) z′(r)∗ = ρ[u(r)] ρ[p(r)] ρ[u(r)∗] = ρ[p(r)] since p(r) is in the
center of M(A) by Lemma 2.15.
B′ is a ∗-subalgebra of Cc(G,A)α′, and it has the following properties: p′ satisfies (2.7)
for B′, and (2.9) is satisfied with z′ for any f ′ = ϕ(f) ∈ B′ with the same Mf,z, since
[D, ρ(f ′(r))z′(r)] z′(r)−1 = [D, ρ(f(r)u(r)∗ u(r)) z(r)] z(r)−1ρ(u(r)−1)
= [D, ρ(f(r)) z(r)] z(r)−1 ρ(u(r)−1).
Hypothesis 2.3 is then satisfied for these new objects, and Theorem 2.5 produces a modular-
type twisted spectral triple (B′,H,D′) with the same twist β, the same operator θ̂, and the
quoted operators D′ and T ′η, ω.
Proposition 2.20 In Hypothesis 2.3-(5), suppose that the map z : G 7→ B(H) can be written
as z(r) = ρ[p(r)1/2u(r)∗] with u ∈ Z1(G,UM(A)) a continuous one-cocycle, and suppose that
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the one-cocycle p is trivial.
Then, there is a spectral triple (A,H, D¯) and an action α′ of G on A, exterior equivalent to
α, which is implemented by the unitary representation r 7→ U ′r on H satisfying
U ′r D¯ U
′∗
r = D¯ for any r ∈ G.
Notice that if z can be written as z(r) = ρ[p(r)1/2u(r)∗], then the cocycle relations on p and
u are natural requirements to be compatible with (2.6).
The situation of this proposition will be called inessential for two reasons. Firstly, this implies
that the triple (B′,H,D′) of Proposition 2.19 constructed with the spectral triple (A,H, D¯)
and the action α′ reduces to D̂′ = D¯ and T ′η, ω := (η + ω)1. Secondly, in the case of the
conformal group exposed in Section 5.3, this situation means that the group G is inessential
in the terminology of conformal groups (see Proposition 5.14).
Proof By assumption, there exists a positive b ∈ Z(A)× such that p(r) = b−1αr(b) for any
r ∈ G, so that z(r) = b−1/2 αr(b1/2) u(r)∗.
Let D¯ := ρ(b1/2)Dρ(b1/2) acting on H . Then (A,H, D¯) is a spectral triple: since [b, a] = 0
for any a ∈ A, the operator [D¯, ρ(a)] = ρ(b1/2) [D, ρ(a)] ρ(b1/2) is bounded. Moreover, (2.1)
holds true since ρ(a)(D¯ − z)−1 is compact: if x := ρ(b1/2) and z, z′ ∈ iR+,
ρ(a)(xDx− z)−1 = x−1ρ(a)(D − z′)−1[1− (x−2z − z′)(D − z′)−1]−1x−1.
When |z′| > ‖x−2‖ |z| = ‖ρ(b−1)‖ |z|, the term in bracket is bounded since
‖(x−2z − z′)(D − z′)−1‖ ≤ ‖x−2z − z′‖ 1|z′| ≤ ‖x−2| zz′ | − 1‖ < 1
because there exists ǫ > 0 such that ǫ1 ≤ x−2 ≤ ‖x−2‖1, so 0 < ǫ| z
z′
| ≤ x−2| z
z′
| ≤ 1 by
hypothesis on z′. Since ρ(a)(D − z′)−1 is compact by hypothesis, so is ρ(a)(D¯ − z)−1.
Define the action α′r(a) := u(r)αr(a) u(r)
∗ and its unitary implementation U ′r = u(r)Ur
as in Proposition 2.19. Then, omitting the ρ’s,
U ′r D¯ U
′∗
r = u(r)Ur b
1/2Db1/2 U∗r u(r)
∗ = u(r)αr(b1/2)UrDU∗r αr(b
1/2) u(r)∗
= u(r)αr(b
1/2) b1/2αr(b
−1/2) u(r)∗Du(r)αr(b−1/2)b1/2 αr(b1/2)u(r)∗
= b1/2D b1/2 = D¯.
2.6 The proof of main result
We now show that β defines an automorphism of B and then that the β-twisted commutators
with D̂ and Tη,ω are bounded.
Proposition 2.21 For any z ∈ C, βz defined by βz(f)(r) := pz(r)f(r) for any r ∈ G, is an
automorphism of Cc(G,A) satisfying βz(f
∗) = [β−z¯(f)]∗ for f ∈ Cc(G,A) and which is im-
plemented on the Hilbert space Ĥ by the operator θ̂z defined by (θ̂z ξ̂ )(r) := ρ(αr−1[p
z(r)]) ξ̂(r)
(see also (2.12)):
ρ̂ [βz(f)] ξ̂ = θ̂
z ρ̂(f) θ̂−z ξ̂ for any f ∈ Cc(G,A) and ξ̂ ∈ Cc(G,H).
Moreover, β := β1 reduces to an automorphism of B.
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A priori, βz does not always extend to an automorphism of G ⋉α,red A, as seen in the
affine case, see Section 5.1.1.
Proof From Lemma 2.15, we know that pz ∈ Z1(G,Z(A)×) ⊂ Z1(G,M(A)), so that for
any f ∈ Cc(G,A), βz(f) ∈ Cc(G,A).
Let us show that βz is an automorphism. For f, g ∈ Cc(G,A), one has
βz(f ⋆α g)(r) = p
z(r)(f ⋆α g)(r) = p
z(r)
∫
G
dµG(r
′) f(r′)αr′[g(r′−1r)].
On the other hand,
(βz(f) ⋆α βz(g))(r) =
∫
G
dµG(r
′) pz(r′)f(r′)αr′[pz(r′−1r) g(r′−1r)]
=
∫
G
dµG(r
′) pz(r′)αr′[pz(r′−1r)] f(r′)αr′[g(r′−1r)]
=
∫
G
dµG(r
′) pz(r)f(r′)αr′[g(r′−1r)],
so that βz(f ⋆α g) = βz(f) ⋆α βz(g). Moreover
βz(f
∗)(r) = pz(r) f ∗(r) = pz(r)∆G(r−1)αr[f(r−1)∗] = ∆G(r−1)αr[p(r−1)−z f(r−1)∗]
= ∆G(r
−1)αr([p(r−1)−z¯ f(r−1)]∗) = ∆G(r−1)αr([β−z¯(f)(r−1)]∗) = [β−z¯(f)]∗(r).
Notice that (θ̂−z ξ̂ )(r) = αr−1[p(r)−z] ξ̂(r) = pz(r−1) ξ̂(r) by (2.27).
For ξ̂ ∈ Cc(G,H), f ∈ Cc(G,A) and r ∈ G,
(θ̂z ρ̂(f) θ̂−z ξ̂ )(r) =
∫
G
dµG(r
′)αr−1[p
z(r)]αr−1[f(r
′)] pz(r−1r′) ξ̂(r′−1r)
=
∫
G
dµG(r
′)αr−1
[
pz(r)αr[p
z(r−1r′)] f(r′)
]
ξ̂(r′−1r)
=
∫
G
dµG(r
′)αr−1[p
z(r′)f(r′)] ξ̂(r′−1r) =
∫
G
dµG(r
′)αr−1[βz(f)(r
′)] ξ̂(r′−1r).
This proves the implementation.
By Hypothesis 2.3-(5), r 7→ p(r)±1 f(r) is in B for f ∈ B, so β := β1 reduces to an automor-
phism of B.
Remark 2.22 Hypothesis 2.3-(5) is essential to ensure that β = β1, and then that βn = β
n
for any n ∈ Z, is an automorphism of B. It can happen that βz reduces to an automorphism
of B for a larger class of values of z ∈ C. This will be the case for instance in the affine case,
see Section 5.1.3. 
Proposition 2.23 For any f ∈ B, the twisted commutator [D, π(f)]β := D π(f)− π(β[f ])D
extends to a bounded operator on H and π(f) Dom(D) ⊂ Dom(D).
As outlined in [21], the constraint π(f) DomD ⊂ DomD can be crucial. Here, it is controlled
by the Hypothesis 2.3-(6) and the inequality (2.9) which are used to proved that the twisted
commutators [D, π(f)]β are bounded on the dense core YB ⊗ C2 of D (see proof of Lemma
2.24).
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Proof To show that [D, π(f)]β is bounded for f ∈ B, it is sufficient to prove the boundedness
of the twisted commutators of D̂ and Tη,ω on Ĥ, a result obtained in the next two lemmas.
Using a modified version of [21, Proposition 2.1] for twisted commutators, which can be
obtained using the following inequality in the original proof (with same notations),
‖Daxn −Daxm‖ = ‖β(a)Dxn − β(a)Dxm + [D, a]βxn − [D, a]βxm‖
≤ ‖β(a)‖‖Dxn −Dxm‖+ ‖[D, a]β‖‖xn − xm‖,
one gets π(f) DomD ⊂ DomD for any f ∈ B.
Lemma 2.24 For any f ∈ B, the twisted commutator [D̂, ρ̂(f)]β := D̂ ρ̂(f) − ρ̂(β[f ])D̂
extends to a bounded operator.
Proof For f ∈ B ⊂ Cc(G,A) and ξ̂ ∈ YB, one has (forgetting the writing of few ρ’s)
(D̂ ρ̂(f) ξ̂ )(r) = U∗rDUr
∫
G
dµG(r
′)αr−1[f(r
′)] ξ̂(r′−1r) = U∗r
∫
G
dµG(r
′)Df(r′)Ur ξ̂(r′−1r).
On the other hand, using successively (2.5) and (2.6),
([ρ̂(β(f)]D̂ ξ̂ )(r) =
∫
G
dµG(r
′)αr−1[p(r
′)f(r′)]U∗r′−1rDUr′−1r ξ̂(r
′−1r)
= U∗r
∫
G
dµG(r
′) p(r′)f(r′)U∗r′−1DUr′−1Ur ξ̂(r
′−1r)
= U∗r
∫
G
dµG(r
′) p(r′)f(r′)z(r′)∗−1Dz(r′)−1Ur ξ̂(r′−1r)
= U∗r
∫
G
dµG(r
′) f(r′)z(r′)Dz(r′)−1Ur ξ̂(r′−1r)
so that
([D̂, ρ̂(f)]β ξ̂ )(r) = U
∗
r
∫
G
dµG(r
′) [D, f(r′)z(r′)] z(r′)−1Ur ξ̂(r′−1r) (2.29)
=
∫
G
dµG(r
′)K(r, r′) ξ̂(r′)
with
K(r, r′) := ∆G(r′−1)U∗r [D, f(rr
′−1)z(rr′−1)] z(rr′−1)−1 Ur.
Then, using equation (2.9) of Hypothesis 2.3,
‖K(r, r′) ξ̂(r′)‖H ≤Mf,z ∆G(r′)−1 χSf (rr′−1) ‖ξ̂(r′)‖H for any r, r′ ∈ G.
Thus
‖[D̂, ρ̂(f)]β ξ̂ ‖2Ĥ =
∫
G
dµG(r)‖([D̂, ρ̂(f)]β ξ̂ )(r)‖2H =
∫
G
dµG(r) ‖
∫
G
dµG(r
′)K(r, r′) ξ̂(r′)‖2H
≤
∫
G
dµG(r)
[ ∫
G
dµG(r
′) ‖K(r, r′) ξ̂(r′)‖H
]2
≤M2f,z
∫
G
dµG(r)
[ ∫
G
dµG(r
′)∆G(r′)−1 χSf (rr
′−1) ‖ξ̂(r′)‖H
]2
.
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Using the Hölder inequality (
∫ |g1| |g2|)2 ≤ ∫ |g1|2 × ∫ |g2|2), we get
[ ∫
G
dµG(r
′)∆G(r′)−1 χSf (rr
′−1) ‖ξ̂(r′)‖H
]2 ≤ [ ∫
G
dµG(r
′)∆G(r′)−1 χSf (rr
′−1)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=µG(Sf )
×
[ ∫
G
dµG(r
′)∆G(r′)−1 χSf (rr
′−1) ‖ξ̂(r′)‖2H
]
,
thus
‖[D̂, ρ̂(f)]β ξ̂ ‖2Ĥ ≤ M2f,z µG(Sf)×
∫
G
dµG(r
′) ∆G(r′)−1
[ ∫
G
dµG(r)χSf (rr
′−1)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=µG(Sf )
‖ξ̂(r′)‖2H
≤M2f,z µG(Sf )2 ‖ξ̂ ‖2Ĥ .
Thus [D̂, ρ̂(f)]β extends to a bounded operator on Ĥ .
Lemma 2.25 For any f ∈ B, we have
[Tη, ω, ρ̂(f)]β = ηρ̂(f)− ηρ̂(β[f ]), (2.30)
so this twisted commutator is a bounded operator.
Proof The operator [1, ρ̂(f)]β = ρ̂(f)− ρ̂(β[f ]) is bounded and moreover we get the simple
relation [θ̂, ρ̂(f)]β = θ̂ ρ̂(f)− ρ̂(β[f ]) θ̂ = 0.
This ends the proof of Theorem 2.5. Notice that for n ∈ N and f ∈ B, one has
[θ̂n, ρ̂(f)]β = θ̂
n[ρ̂(f)− ρ̂(β1−n[f ])], which shows that (2.16) is the most generic polynomial
expression in θ̂ which ensures that the twisted commutator is bounded.
2.7 The special case z(r) = ϑ(r)1
This section is motivated by the scaling automorphisms considered for instance in [34] and
our example of the affine group in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.
We suppose that the Hypothesis 2.3 are satisfied and assume moreover that z(r) = ϑ(r)1,
with ϑ(r) ∈ C× for any r ∈ G. This assumption permits to get new results. The one-cocycle
p is then given by p(r) = |ϑ(r)|21, where r 7→ |ϑ(r)|2 is a continuous group homomorphism.
We identify 1 ∈ B(H) and 1 ∈M(A) and we omit few ρ’s.
Since Dz(r) = z(r)D, we get from (2.6)
UrDU
∗
r = [z(r)z(r)
∗]−1D = ρ[p(r)−1]D = |ϑ(r)|−2D. (2.31)
The constraint (2.31) has some implication: if (A,H,D) is a unital spectral triple, then
D has a discrete spectrum and when λ is a non-zero eigenvalue of D, the continuous map
r ∈ G 7→ |ϑ(r)|2λ ∈ Spectrum(D) has a discrete image. This implies that ϑ is constant on
the connected components of G.
Moreover, equation (2.31) implies that (2.15) simplifies to
(D̂ ξ̂ )(r) = |ϑ(r)|2D ξ̂(r), for any ξ ∈ Cc(G, Y )
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and, since (θ̂ ξ̂ )(r) = |ϑ(r)|2 ξ̂(r),
(Tη, ω ξ̂ )(r) = [η + ω|ϑ(r)|2] ξ̂(r).
In particular, D̂ and Tη, ω commute and so the criteria of Proposition 2.10 can be used. From
(2.29), one gets
( [D̂, ρ̂(f)]β ξ̂ )(r) = U
∗
r
∫
G
dµG(r
′) [D, f(r′)]Ur ξ̂(r′−1r), (2.32)
and the relation (2.9) is automatically satisfied if we suppose that a ∈ A 7→ [D, ρ(a)] ∈ B(H)
is continuous: then, by hypothesis on the original triple, r ∈ G 7→ [D, f(r)] ∈ B(H) is
continuous, and since f is compactly supported, just take
Mf,z = sup
r∈Sf
‖[D, ρ(f(r))]‖B(H) <∞.
Proposition 2.26 Suppose that Hypothesis 2.3 are satisfied and z(r) = ϑ(r)1 for ϑ(r) ∈ C×.
Suppose that the original triple (A,H,D) is real with a reality operator J : H → H satisfying
JD = ǫDJ and J2 = ǫ′, for ǫ, ǫ′ ∈ {±1},
and
J Ur = Ur J for any r ∈ G,
and assume η = ǫ ω.
Then the conjugate-linear isometry
(Ĵ ξ̂ )(r) := ∆G(r)
− 1
2 Ur−1 J ξ̂(r
−1), ξ̂ ∈ Cc(G,H)
defines a reality operator J := Ĵ ⊗ 1 for the modular-type β-twisted spectral triple (B, π,D),
which satisfies, for f, g ∈ B,
J D = ǫΘ−1DJ , J 2 = ǫ′, [π(f), π◦(g)] = 0,
[
[D, π(f)]β, π◦(g)
]
= 0.
where Θ is defined in (2.18) and π◦(g) := J π(g)J .
Proof When ξ̂1, ξ̂2 ∈ Cc(G,H), one has〈
Ĵ ξ̂1, Ĵ ξ̂2
〉
Ĥ
=
∫
G
dµG(r)
〈
(Ĵ ξ̂1)(r), (Ĵ ξ̂2)(r)
〉
H
=
∫
G
dµG(r)∆G(r)
−1 〈Ur−1Jξ̂1(r−1), Ur−1Jξ̂2(r−1)〉
H
=
∫
G
dµG(r)∆G(r)
−1 〈J ξ̂1(r−1), J ξ̂2(r−1)〉
H
=
∫
G
dµG(r)
〈
J ξ̂1(r), J ξ̂2(r)
〉
H
=
∫
G
dµG(r)
〈
ξ̂2(r), ξ̂1(r)
〉
H
=
〈
ξ̂2, ξ̂1
〉
Ĥ
,
so that Ĵ is a conjugate-linear isometry. One has
(Ĵ Ĵ ξ̂ )(r) = ∆G(r)
− 1
2Ur−1J∆G(r
−1)−
1
2UrJ ξ̂(r) = J
2 ξ̂(r) = ǫ′ ξ̂(r).
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On the one hand, for ξ̂ ∈ Cc(G, Y ),
(Ĵ D̂ ξ̂ )(r) = ∆G(r)
− 1
2Ur−1J |ϑ(r−1)|2D ξ̂(r−1) = ǫ∆G(r)− 12 |ϑ(r−1)|2Ur−1DJ ξ̂(r−1)
= ǫ∆G(r)
− 1
2 |ϑ(r−1)|2|ϑ(r−1)|−2DUr−1J ξ̂(r−1) = ǫ∆G(r)− 12DUr−1J ξ̂(r−1),
and on the other hand,
(D̂ Ĵ ξ̂ )(r) = |ϑ(r)|2D∆G(r)− 12Ur−1J ξ̂(r−1),
so that Ĵ D̂ = ǫ θ̂−1 D̂ Ĵ . Now,
(Ĵ Tη, ω ξ̂ )(r) = ∆G(r)− 12Ur−1J [η + ω|ϑ(r−1)|2] ξ̂(r−1)
= |ϑ(r)|−2[ǫ ω |ϑ(r)|2 + ǫ η] ∆G(r)− 12Ur−1J ξ̂(r−1),
while, for ξ̂ ∈ Cc(G,H),
(Tη, ω Ĵ ξ̂ )(r) = [η + ω|ϑ(r)|2] ∆G(r)− 12Ur−1J ξ̂(r−1),
so that Ĵ Tη, ω = ǫ θ̂−1 Tη, ω Ĵ . Finally, this proves JD = ǫΘ−1DJ .
Let us use the notation ρ̂ ◦(g) := Ĵ ρ̂(g) Ĵ for any g ∈ Cc(G,A). Then one has successively
(omitting some ρ̂’s)
(ρ̂ ◦(g) ξ̂ )(r) =
∫
G
dµG(r
′)∆G(r)−
1
2Ur−1Jαr[g(r
′)]∆G(r′−1r−1)−
1
2Urr′J ξ̂(rr
′)
=
∫
G
dµG(r
′)∆G(r′)
1
2Jg(r′)JUr′ ξ̂(rr′).
(ρ̂(f)ρ̂ ◦(g) ξ̂ )(r) =
∫
G
dµG(r
′)αr−1[f(r
′)] (ρ̂ ◦(g) ξ̂ )(r′−1r)
=
∫
G
dµG(r
′)dµG(r′′)∆G(r′′)
1
2 αr−1 [f(r
′)] Jg(r′′)J Ur′′ ξ̂(r′−1rr′′).
(ρ̂ ◦(g)ρ̂(f) ξ̂ )(r) =
∫
G
dµG(r
′′)∆G(r′′)
1
2 Jg(r′′)JUr′′ (ρ̂(f) ξ̂ )(rr′′)
=
∫
G
dµG(r
′) dµG(r′′)∆G(r′′)
1
2 Jg(r′′)JUr′′ αr′′−1r−1[f(r
′)] ξ̂ (r′−1rr′′)
=
∫
G
dµG(r
′) dµG(r
′′)∆G(r
′′)
1
2 Jg(r′′)J αr−1 [f(r
′)]Ur′′ ξ̂(r
′−1rr′′).
The hypothesis [ρ(a), Jρ(b)J ] = 0 on the original triple, with a = αr−1(f(r
′)) and b = g(r′′),
shows that the last two relations are equal, so that [ρ̂(f), ρ̂ ◦(g)] = 0.
Because [Tη,ω, ρ̂(f)]β = ηρ̂(f)−ηρ̂(β[f ]), one has [ [Tη,ω, ρ̂(f)]β, ρ̂ ◦(g)] = 0 by the previous
relation. Using (2.32), for ξ̂ ∈ YB,
([D̂, ρ̂(f)]β ρ̂
◦(g) ξ̂ )(r) = U∗r
∫
G
dµG(r
′) [D, f(r′)]Ur (ρ̂ ◦(g)ξ̂ )(r′−1r)
= U∗r
∫
G
dµG(r
′) dµG(r′′)∆G(r′′)
1
2 [D, f(r′)]Ur Jg(r′′)JUr′′ ξ̂(r′−1rr′′)
= U∗r
∫
G
dµG(r
′) dµG(r′′)∆G(r′′)
1
2 [D, f(r′)] J αr−1[g(r
′′)]J Urr′′ ξ̂(r′−1rr′′),
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and
(ρ̂ ◦(g)[D̂, ρ̂(f)]β ξ̂ )(r) =
∫
G
dµG(r
′′)∆G(r′′)
1
2 Jg(r′′)JUr′′ ([D̂, ρ̂(f)]β ξ̂ )(rr′′)
=
∫
G
dµG(r
′) dµG(r′′)∆G(r′′)
1
2 Jg(r′′)JUr′′ U∗rr′′[D, f(r
′)]Urr′′ ξ̂(r′−1rr′′)
= U∗r
∫
G
dµG(r
′) dµG(r′′)∆G(r′′)
1
2 J αr−1 [g(r
′′)]J [D, f(r′)]Urr′′ ξ̂(r′−1rr′′).
The hypothesis [ [D, ρ(a)], Jρ(b)J ] = 0 on the original triple, for a = f(r′), b = αr−1 [g(r′′)],
shows that these two relations are equal, so that
[
[D̂, ρ̂(f)]β, ρ̂
◦(g)
]
= 0, and this proves that
[ [D, π(f)]β, π◦(g)] = 0.
The summability of the modular-type β-twisted spectral triple (B,H,D) is determined
by the traceability of the operator Θc π(f)(1+D2)−s/2
Lemma 2.27 Assume that Θc π(f)(1 + D2)−s/2 is trace-class for some c ≥ 0, s ≥ 1 and
f ∈ B. Then
TrΘc π(f) (1+D2)−s/2
= 2
∫
G
dµG(r)∆G(r)
−1 |ϑ(r)|2c TrH f(eG)
[
1+D2 + [η + ω|ϑ(r)|2]2
]−s/2
(2.33)
Proof We have Θc π(f)(1+D2)−s/2 = L(c, s, f)⊗ 12 on H where
L(c, s, f) := θ̂c ρ̂(f)[1+ D̂2 + T 2η, ω]−s/2. (2.34)
Using the fact that θ̂, D and Tη, ω commute, one has
[
(1+ D̂ 2 + T 2η, ω)−s/2ξ̂
]
(r) = |ϑ(r)|−2s
[
D2 + t(r)
]−s/2
ξ̂(r), for ξ̂ ∈ Ĥ, r ∈ G,
with
t(r) := |ϑ(r)|−4
[
1 + [η + ω|ϑ(r)|2]2
]
> 0.
Then,
(L(c, s, f) ξ̂ )(r) = |ϑ(r)|2c
∫
G
dµG(r
′)αr−1[f(r
′)] |ϑ(r′−1r)|−2s[D2 + t(r′−1r)]−s/2 ξ̂(r′−1r)
=
∫
G
dµG(r
′)KL(c,s,f)(r, r
′) ξ̂(r′)
where KL(c,s,f)(r, r
′) is the function with values in B(Ĥ ) given by
KL(c,s,f)(r, r
′) := |ϑ(r)|2c |ϑ(r′)|−2s∆G(r′)−1 αr−1[f(rr′−1)] [D2 + t(r′)]−s/2.
Thus the trace of L(c, s, f) is
Tr
Ĥ
L(c, s, f) =
∫
G
dµG(r) |ϑ(r)|2c−2s∆G(r)−1 TrH αr−1[f(eG)] [D2 + t(r)]−s/2.
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Using (2.31) and the integral representation |A|s = Γ(s/2)−1 ∫∞0 ts/2−1e−tA2 dt, one can show
that
Ur [D
2 + t(r)]−s/2 U∗r = |ϑ(r)|2s [D2 + |ϑ(r)|4 t(r)]−s/2.
Thanks to this relation, (2.5) and |ϑ(r)|4 t(r) = 1+ [η + ω|ϑ(r)|2]2, one finally obtains (2.33)
since Tr12 = 2.
Remark 2.28 (About the kernel of ϑ) If the kernel K of ϑ is such that the µG(K) is
infinite, so either replace the group G by the group G/K or add to Tθ a Dirac-like operator
DK which is sensitive to the space K (for instance using derivations along K), in order that
the modified integral in (2.33) is well-behaved in the directions of K so that the dimension
of K is taken into account at the end. This point is not be further developed here. 
3 A construction via a relatively invariant weight
In this Section, we propose a variant to Hypothesis 2.3, where the representation ρ stems
from a GNS construction based on a weight ϕ on which a part of the hypotheses are reported.
Hypothesis 3.1
(1) (A,H,D) is a spectral triple where A is a dense ∗-subalgebra in a C∗-algebra A, and
such that the representation ρ ofA on H is the GNS representation πϕ ofA on H = Hϕ
for a weight ϕ on A which is faithful lower semi-continuous and densely defined (thus
semifinite and the GNS representation is faithful and nondegenerate).
(2) The weight ϕ is KMS with respect to a (necessarily unique) norm continuous one-
parameter group σ, which means (see [29]):
ϕ ◦ σt = ϕ, ∀t ∈ R,
ϕ[a∗a] = ϕ[σi/2(a) σi/2(a)∗], for any a ∈ Dom(σi/2).
Let (A, G, α) be a C∗-dynamical system, such that αr(A) = A for any r ∈ G.
(3) The weight ϕ and the action α of G are related by
ϕ ◦ αr−1 [a] = ϕq(r)[a] := ϕ [q(r) a q(r)∗] , for any r ∈ G and a ∈ A+, (3.1)
where q is a one-cocycle in Z1(G,M(A)×) such that the maps r ∈ G → q(r)−1 a are
continuous for each a ∈ A.
Note that if q(r) = ϑ(r)1 where ϑ : G→ R×+ is a continuous morphism of groups, see Section
2.7, then ϕ ◦ αr = |q(r)|−2ϕ yielding the commutation αr ◦ σ = σ ◦ αr.
3.1 The unitary representation of G based on a weight
Let us give some general notations related to these structures. As usual we define
Nϕ := {a ∈ A | ϕ(a∗a) <∞}, Mϕ := N ∗ϕ Nϕ = Span{a ∈ A+ | ϕ(a) <∞}
so Nϕ is a left ideal in the multiplier algebra M(A).
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The GNS construction defines a linear injective map Λϕ : Nϕ → H , for which Λϕ(Nϕ) is
a dense subset of H , such that πϕ(a) Λϕ(b) = Λϕ(ab) for any a ∈ A, b ∈ Nϕ, and one has
〈Λϕ(a),Λϕ(b)〉H := ϕ(b∗a) for any a, b ∈ Nϕ.
There is a antiunitary operator J defined by J Λϕ(a) = Λϕ[σi/2(a)
∗] for a ∈ Nϕ ∩ Dom(σi/2)
(and extended to H) and a strictly positive operator ∆ on H such that ∆itΛϕ(a) = Λϕ[σt(a)],
for t ∈ R, a ∈ Nϕ.
Define S by S Λϕ(a) := Λϕ(a
∗) for a ∈ Nϕ ∩ N ∗ϕ, then S∗ Λϕ(a) = Λϕ[σi(a)∗]. We have
∆ = S∗S, S = J∆1/2 = ∆−1/2J , J∆tJ = ∆−t and J∆itJ = ∆it for t ∈ R.
To avoid cumbersome notations, we identify from times to times a ∈ Nϕ with its image
ξ := Λϕ(a) ∈ H . In particular, one uses the notation αr(ξ) for any ξ ∈ Nϕ ⊂ H . In the same
way, the representation πϕ can be written πϕ(a) ξ = a ξ for any a ∈ A and ξ ∈ Nϕ.
Proposition 3.2 Suppose Hypothesis 3.1 is satisfied. Then for r ∈ G and a ∈ Nϕ, the
operator defined by
Ur Λϕ[a] := Λϕ[αr(a) q(r)
∗] (3.2)
extends to a strongly continuous unitary representation of G on H which implements the
action α on M(A) (and so on A):
U∗r πϕ(m)Ur = πϕ[αr−1(m)], r ∈ G and m ∈M(A). (3.3)
Proof To show that (3.2) is well-defined, one first need to show that for any a ∈ Nϕ and
r ∈ G, one has αr(a) q(r)∗ ∈ Nϕ:
ϕ
[
[αr(a) q(r)
∗]∗ αr(a) q(r)∗
]
= ϕ[q(r)αr(a
∗)αr(a)q(r)∗] = ϕ[a∗a] <∞.
Then, for any ξ = Λϕ(a), this computation gives
〈Ur ξ, Ur ξ〉 = ϕ
(
[αr(a) q(r)
∗]∗ αr(a) q(r)∗
)
= ϕ(a∗a) = 〈ξ, ξ〉
so that Ur extends to a unitary operator.
Since q is a cocycle, one has, for any r1, r2 ∈ G and a ∈ Nϕ,
UrUr′ Λϕ[a] = UrΛϕ[αr′(a) q(r
′)∗] = Λϕ
[
αr[αr′(a) q(r
′)∗] q(r)∗
]
= Λϕ
[
αrr′(a) (q(r)αr[q(r
′)])∗
]
= Λϕ[αrr′(a) q(rr
′)∗] = Urr′ Λϕ(a),
and r 7→ Ur is a representation of G. Thus, U∗r Λϕ(a) = Ur−1 Λϕ(a) = Λϕ[αr−1(a) q(r−1)∗].
So, for any r ∈ G, a ∈ A and b ∈ Nϕ,
U∗r πϕ(a)Ur Λϕ(b) = U
∗
r Λϕ[aαr(b) q(r)
∗] = Λϕ
[
αr−1[aαr(b) q(r)
∗] q(r−1)∗
]
= Λϕ
[
αr−1(a) b [q(r
−1)αr−1(q(r))]
∗] = πϕ[αr−1(a)] Λϕ(b).
The extension α to M(A) is characterized by αr(ma) = αr(m)αr(a) for all m ∈ M(A),
a ∈ A, and (3.3) follows directly from the previous result.
To show the strong continuity of the representation U , we adapt an argument given in
the proof of [38, Lemma 3.1]: let Gϕ := {λ̟ | ̟ ∈ Fϕ, λ ∈]0, 1[} be a directed subset
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of the set Fϕ := {̟ | ̟ ∈ A∗+, ̟ ≤ ϕ}. By [11, Proposition 2.4], given ̟ ∈ Gϕ, there
exists a unique T̟ ∈ πϕ(A)′ such that 0 ≤ T̟ ≤ 1 and 〈Λϕ(a), T̟ Λϕ(b)〉 = ̟(b∗a) for all
a, b ∈ Nϕ. Moreover (T̟)̟∈Gϕ strongly converges to 1 since ϕ is lower-semicontinuous. Thus
{T̟ Λϕ(b) | ̟ ∈ Gϕ, b ∈ Nϕ} is dense in H . For ̟ ∈ Gϕ, a, b ∈ Nϕ, and r ∈ G, we have
〈Ur Λϕ(a), T̟ Λϕ(b)〉 = 〈Λϕ[αr(a) q(r)∗], T̟ Λϕ(b)〉 = ̟[b∗ αr(a) q(r)∗].
Thus the continuity of the map r ∈ G 7→ 〈Ur Λϕ(a), T̟ Λϕ(b)〉 follows from the continuity of
̟ and α, the continuity of r → q(r−1)−1a∗ by hypothesis and the following
‖b∗αr(a)q(r)∗ − b∗αs(a)q(s)∗‖ = ‖q(r)αr(a∗) b− q(s)αs(a∗) b‖
= ‖αr[q(r−1)−1 a∗]b− αs[q(s−1)−1 a∗]b‖
≤ ‖(αr − αs)[q(r−1)−1a∗] + αs[q(r−1)−1a∗ − q(s−1)−1a∗]‖ ‖b‖
≤ ‖(αr − αs)[q(r−1)−1a∗]‖ ‖b‖ + ‖[q(r−1)−1 − q(s−1)−1]a∗‖‖b‖.
Since ‖Ur‖ = 1, we deduce by the ǫ/3 arguments
|〈(Ur − Us) ξ, ξ′〉| = |〈(Ur − Us)(ξ − Λϕ(a)), ξ′〉+ 〈(Ur − Us) Λϕ(a), ξ′ − T̟Λϕ(b)〉
+ 〈(Ur − Us) Λϕ(a), T̟Λϕ(b)〉|
≤ 2‖ξ − Λϕ(a)‖ ‖ξ′‖+ 2‖Λϕ(a)‖ ‖ξ′ − T̟Λϕ(b)‖
+̟[b∗(αr(a)q(r)
∗ − αs(a)q(s)∗)] ,
that the map r ∈ G 7→ 〈Ur ξ, ξ′〉 is also continuous for any ξ, ξ′ ∈ H yielding the weak
continuity of the unitary representation U , so its strong continuity.
The map Λϕ induces a linear injection Λ˜ϕ : Cc(G,Nϕ)→ Ĥ = L2(G, dµG)⊗H defined by
Λ˜ϕ(f)(r) := Λϕ[f(r)] for any r ∈ G. Then the space Λϕ[Cc(G,Nϕ)] can be seen as a dense
subspace of Ĥ and, for any ξ̂i = Λ˜ϕ[fi] ∈ Λϕ[Cc(G,Nϕ)] ⊂ Ĥ , one has
〈ξ̂1, ξ̂2〉Ĥ =
∫
G
dµG(r) 〈ξ̂1(r), ξ̂2(r)〉H =
∫
G
dµG(r)ϕ [f2(r)
∗ f1(r)].
Remark 3.3 With the notations of Proposition 2.19, the weight ϕ satisfies equation (3.1)
for q′(r) := q(r) u(r)∗ ∈M(A). One has
q′(rr′) = q(rr′) u(rr′)∗ = q(r)αr[q(r′)] [u(r)αr(u(r′))]∗ = q(r)αr[q′(r′)] u(r)∗
= q′(r) u(r)αr[q
′(r′)] u(r)∗ = q′(r)α′r[q
′(r′)],
so that q′ is an α′-one cocycle in Z1(G,M(A)×). Moreover, r 7→ q′(r)−1 a is continuous for
each a ∈ A since
‖q′(r)−1 a− q′(s)−1 a‖ ≤ ‖[u(r)− u(s)] q(r)−1 a‖+ ‖u(s)[q(r)−1 − q(s)−1] a‖. 
The last proposition shows that
Corollary 3.4 Assume that hypotheses 3.1, 2.3-(3)-(5)-(6)-(7) are satisfied for the repre-
sentation U of Proposition 3.2. Then the conclusion of Theorem 2.5 is valid.
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3.2 The dual weight
There exists a faithful normal semifinite weight ϕ˜ on the von Neumann algebraM := πϕ(A)′′
such that ϕ˜ ◦ πϕ = ϕ and a unique strongly continuous one-parameter modular group σ˜t of
the weight ϕ˜ which satisfies σ˜t πϕ = πϕ σt for t ∈ R and σ˜t(x) = ∆it x∆−it for x ∈ πϕ(A)′′.
Moreover, Λϕ[σ˜t(x)] = ∆
itΛϕ(x) for t ∈ R and x ∈ Nϕ˜ , see [29].
The action α has an extension α˜ which defines a covariant W∗-system (M, G, α˜) namely,
α˜ is a strongly continuous action α˜ of G on M with
α˜r(x) := Ur xU
∗
r for x ∈M.
The crossed product von Neumann algebra G⋉α˜M is defined as the von Neumann algebra
generated by M and λG(G) acting on Ĥ = L2(G, dµG) ⊗ Hϕ (notice that Hϕ = Hϕ˜). We
denote by π̂ϕ˜ the defining representation of G⋉α˜M on Ĥ, which is (2.10) for ρ = πϕ˜ (GNS
representation of M on Hϕ˜).
In order to define the dual weight ϕ̂ of ϕ˜ on G⋉α˜M, we follow [44, Chap. X]. There, the
von Neumann crossed product algebra is defined using another convention. Let Cc(G,M)
be the space of σ-strong∗ continuous functions G → M. Then one defines on Cc(G,M) a
product and involution [44, X.1.(15)]
(x ∗ y)(r) :=
∫
G
dµG(r
′)αr′[x(rr′)] y(r′−1), x♯(r) := ∆G(r)−1 αr−1 [x(r
−1)∗], (3.4)
for any x, y ∈ Cc(G,M). Equipped with this product and involution, this involutive algebra
is denoted by Cc(G,M, ∗). Let Bϕ˜ := Cc(G,M) · Nϕ˜ where Nϕ˜ := {x ∈ M | ϕ˜(x∗x) <∞}.
The linear map Λ˜ϕ˜ : Bϕ˜ → Ĥ defined by
Λ˜ϕ˜ (f · x)(r) := f(r) Λϕ˜(x), for any f · x ∈ Bϕ˜ and r ∈ G
is such that Λ˜ϕ˜ (Bϕ˜ ∩ B♯ϕ˜) is dense in Ĥ.
For x ∈ Cc(G,M, ∗) and y ∈ Bϕ˜, we define the representation [44, X.1.(24)]
π˜α˜(x) Λ˜ϕ˜(y) := Λ˜ϕ˜(x ∗ y), (3.5)
and we let G⋉α˜M := π˜α˜[Cc(G,M, ∗)]′′ ⊂ B(Ĥ ). Then π˜α˜(Bϕ˜ ∩ B♯ϕ˜) generates G⋉α˜M.
The dual weight ϕ̂ on G⋉α˜M is defined by [44, X.1.(42)]:
ϕ̂ [π˜α˜(x)
∗ π˜α˜(x)] := ϕ˜ [(x
♯ ∗ x)(eG)], (3.6)
and is normal and semifinite since ϕ˜ is ([5, III.3.2.9]).
From [44, X.1.(25)] one has ϕ˜ [(x♯ ∗ x)(eG)] =
〈
Λ˜ϕ˜(x), Λ˜ϕ˜(x)
〉
Ĥ
and π˜α˜ is a semi-cyclic
representation of G⋉α˜M on Ĥ associated to the weight ϕ̂.
From [44, Lemma X.1.13], there is a conjugate linear involutive isometry Ĵ given by
(Ĵ ξ̂ )(r) = ∆G(r)
− 1
2Ur−1J ξ̂(r
−1), for any ξ̂ ∈ Ĥ,
where J is the conjugate linear involutive isometry associated to the GNS representation πϕ˜
of M on Hϕ˜. This is the expression given in Proposition 2.26, but there we did not suppose
that J was given by the modular theory on the original spectral triple.
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In 4.2, in the specific case of a group G acting on a group N , we will explicitly give
a unitary correspondence between the representation π̂ϕ of G ⋉α A on Ĥ and the GNS
representation πϕ̂ on Hϕ̂ associated to the dual weight ϕ̂.
3.3 Derivations and twisted derivations
The existence of the unitary representation in Hypothesis 2.3-(4)-(5) is a consequence of
Hypothesis 3.1, but, to fulfill Hypothesis 2.3, one also has to assume Hypothesis 2.3-(5)
and 2.3-(7). Here, we consider another hypothesis which can replace Hypothesis 2.3-(5) and
2.3-(7).
The relation (2.6) is a compatibility condition between D, the action of G, and the cocycle
z. It is of the same kind as the second relation in [34, eq. (4.1)]. Another equivalent relation
can be assumed (see (3.7) below), when in the triple (A,H,D), D is based on derivations on
A. We begin with some remarks on the twisting of derivations using cocycles.
Lemma 3.5 We assume that A and B = Cc(G,A) are as in Lemma 2.12.
Suppose that there exists a (positive) continuous α-one-cocycle valued in Z(A)×, r 7→ p(r),
such that for a continuous derivation δ of the algebra A
p(r)αr ◦ δ = δ ◦ αr for any r ∈ G. (3.7)
Then, for any α-one-cocycle valued in Z(A)×, r 7→ c(r), such that c and c−1 are continuous,
δ̂c defined on f ∈ B by
(δ̂c f)(r) := c(r)
−1 δ[c(r) f(r)], r ∈ G (3.8)
is a β-twisted derivations on B, where β is defined as in (2.13).
Notice that r 7→ c(r)f(r) is in B for any f ∈ B, so that δ̂c f ∈ B.
Proof One has
δ̂c(f ⋆ g)(r) =
∫
G
dµ(r′) δ
[
f(r′)αr′[g(r
′−1r)] c(r)
]
c(r)−1,
and, using αr′(c(r
′−1r)) = c(r)c(r′)−1,
[δ̂c(f) ⋆ g](r) =
∫
G
dµ(r′) δ[f(r′) c(r′)]c(r′)−1 αr′[g(r′−1r)],
[β(f) ⋆ δ̂c(g)](r) =
∫
G
dµ(r′) f(r′) p(r′)αr′ ◦ δ
[
g(r′−1r) c(r′−1r)
]
αr′(c(r
′−1r)−1)
=
∫
G
dµ(r′) f(r′) δ
[
αr′[g(r
′−1r)] c(r)c(r′)−1
]
c(r′)c(r)−1.
With the simplified notations a := f(r′), b := αr′[g(r′−1r)], c := c(r) and c′ := c(r′), the
integrand in the sum of the last two expressions is
δ[ac′] c′−1b+ a δ[bcc′−1] c′c−1 = δ[ac′ bcc′−1] c−1 = δ[abc] c−1
which is the integrand for δ̂c(f ⋆ g)(r).
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This twisting of derivations by cocycles is related to [18, 19]. When c(r) = ϑ(r)1 (see
Section 2.7), this twisted derivation reduces to
(δ̂c f)(r) := δf(r). (3.9)
Let us now consider the situation of Hypothesis 3.1, with the supplementary assumption:
Lemma 3.6 Assume that D is defined on the dense subspace A ⊂ H by a derivation δ on A,
Dξ = δξ, for ξ ∈ A, and assume that hypotheses of Lemma 3.5 are satisfied for the cocycles
p and c(r) = q(r)∗, where q satisfies also Hypothesis 3.1-(3). Then
[D̂, ρ̂(f)]β = ρ̂ [δ̂c(f)] for any f ∈ B.
Proof For any f ∈ B = Cc(G,A) and ξ̂ ∈ YB ⊂ Ĥ , one has, omitting ρ,
(D̂ρ̂(f) ξ̂ )(r) =
∫
G
dµG(r
′)U∗r δ
[
f(r′)Urξ̂(r′−1r)
]
=
∫
G
dµG(r
′)U∗r δ
[
f(r′) q(r)∗αr[ξ̂(r′−1r)]
]
,
(ρ̂[β(f)]D̂ ξ̂ )(r) =
∫
G
dµG(r
′)U∗r p(r
′) f(r′)Ur′DUr′−1rξ̂(r
′−1r)
=
∫
G
dµG(r
′)U∗r f(r
′) p(r′) q(r′)∗αr′ ◦ δ
[
q(r′−1r)∗ αr′−1r[ξ̂(r
′−1r)]
]
=
∫
G
dµG(r
′)U∗r f(r
′) q(r′)∗ δ
[
αr′[q(r
′−1r)∗]αr[ξ̂(r′−1r)]
]
.
Using αr′[q(r
′−1r)∗] = q(r)∗ q(r′)∗−1 and the simplified notations a := f(r′), ξ := αr[ξ̂(r′−1r)],
q∗ := q(r)∗ and q′∗ := q(r′)∗, the integrand in ([D̂, ρ̂(f)]β ξ̂ )(r) (without the first U∗r ) is
δ(a q∗ξ)− a q′∗ δ[q′∗−1 q∗ ξ] = δ(a q′∗) q′∗−1 q∗ ξ
so that
([ D̂, ρ̂(f)]β ξ̂ )(r) =
∫
G
dµG(r
′)U∗r δ[f(r
′) q(r′)∗] q(r′)∗−1 Ur ξ̂(r′−1r) = (ρ̂ [δ̂c(f)] ξ̂ ) (r).
This result gives a natural D̂ associated to a derivation. If there are several derivations
on A, we can use the gamma matrices as in (2.17) but in appropriate dimension to define D.
4 C∗-algebra of a semidirect product of groups
In this section, G and N are locally compact second countable Hausdorff groups with an
action ς : G→ Aut(N) such that (r, n) 7→ ςr(n) is continuous from G×N to N .
Denote by µG and µN the Haar measures on G and N respectively, and by ∆G and ∆N their
modular functions.
We are interested into applying our construction to the action of G on C∗red(N). In that
case, the final modular-type twisted spectral triple is a spectral triple on the C∗-algebra of
the semidirect product K := G⋉ς N .
We suppose that the original spectral triple is given by (AN := Cc(N), H := L
2(N, dµN), D)
for the left regular representation λN of A := C
∗
red(N) on L
2(N, dµN), and for an operator
D not specified here.
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4.1 The crossed products G⋉α,red C∗red(N) and C
∗
red
(G⋉ς N)
The space AN := Cc(N) of compactly supported functions on N is a ∗-algebra for the product
and the involution given for fN , gN ∈ AN by
(fN ⋆N gN)(n) :=
∫
N
dµN(n
′) fN(n′)gN(n′−1n), f ∗N (n) := ∆N (n)
−1fN(n−1),
This ∗-algebra generates the C∗-algebra A := C∗red(N). The left regular representation
ρ = λN of A on H := L
2(N, dµN) is
[λN(fN) ξ](n) :=
∫
N
dµN(n
′) fN(n′) ξ(n′−1n), for any fN ∈ AN , ξ ∈ H . (4.1)
According to [45, Section 3.3], there exists a continuous homomorphism ν : G→ R+ such
that
ν(r)
∫
N
dµN(n) fN
(
ςr(n)
)
=
∫
N
dµN(n) fN(n), for any fN ∈ AN , r ∈ G. (4.2)
The continuous action of G on N induces a C∗-dynamical system (A, G, α) where the
continuous morphism α : G→ Aut(A) is given by
αr(fN)(n) := ν(r)
−1 fN [ςr−1(n)], for any fN ∈ AN (4.3)
(see [45, Prop 3.11] with A = C and β = Id). To show that αr is an automorphism of the
∗-algebra AN requires the relation
∆N [ςr(n)] = ∆N(n), for any n ∈ N, (4.4)
which we suppose to hold. The relation (4.2) reflects an invariance of the Haar measure of
N by the action of G on AN :∫
N
dµN(n)αr(fN)(n) =
∫
N
dµN(n) fN(n).
Here, the strongly continuous unitary representation Ur satisfying (2.5) is given by
Ur ξ(n) = ν(r)
−1/2 ξ[ςr−1(n)].
Following the construction exposed in Section 2.1, the extended spectral triple is defined
on the Hilbert space
Ĥ := L2(G, dµG)⊗ L2(N, dµN) ≃ L2(G×N, dµG dµN)
and the representation of Cc(G,A) on Ĥ is given by(
ρ̂(f) ξ̂
)
(r) =
∫
G
dµG(r
′)λN
(
αr−1 [f(r
′)]
)
ξ̂(r′−1r),
for any f ∈ Cc(G,A) and ξ̂ ∈ Ĥ, and(
ρ̂(f) ξ̂
)
(r)(n) = ν(r)
∫
G×N
dµG(r
′) dµN(n′) f(r′)(ςr(n′)) ξ̂(r′−1r)(n′−1n) (4.5)
=
∫
G×N
dµG(r
′) dµN(n′) f(r′)(n′) ξ̂(r′−1r)
(
ςr−1(n
′−1)n
)
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for any f ∈ Cc(G,Cc(N)) and ξ̂ ∈ Cc(G,H). By completion, the representation ρ̂ of Cc(G,A)
defines the crossed product C∗-algebra B = G⋉α,red A.
We equip AN ⊂ A with the induced topology of A. It is a dense ∗-subalgebra of A. The
vector space Cc(G,Cc(N)) is dense in Cc(G,A), but the product f ⋆αg defined by (2.3) of any
elements f, g ∈ Cc(G,Cc(N)) is not necessary in Cc(G,Cc(N)). As an element in Cc(G,A),
this product is given by the double integral
(f ⋆α g)(r)(n) =
∫
G×N
dµG(r
′) dµN(n′) f(r′)(n′)αr′[g(r′−1r)](n′−1n)
=
∫
G×N
dµG(r
′) dµN(n′) f(r′)(n′) g(r′−1r)
(
ςr′−1(n
′−1n)
)
ν(r′)−1, (4.6)
and the involution of f ∈ Cc(G,Cc(N)), defined in (2.4), is
f ∗(r)(n) = ν(r)−1∆G(r)−1∆N (n)−1 f(r−1)
(
ςr−1(n−1)
)
. (4.7)
There is a natural isomorphism C∗red(G ⋉ς N) ≃ G ⋉α,red C∗red(N) (see [45, Prop. 3.11])
which permits to consider another description of the Hilbert space on which the modular-type
twisted spectral triple of Theorem 2.5 is defined. Moreover, describing this isomorphism at
the level of the spaces Cc(G ⋉ς N) and Cc(G,Cc(N)) will produce a natural candidate for
the algebra B ⊂ Cc(G,Cc(N)). This description will also be used in 5.1.
Let K := G⋉ςN be the semidirect product group, with elements (r, n) ∈ G×N , product
(r, n)(r′, n′) :=
(
rr′, n ςr(n′)
)
, unit eK = (eG, eN), and inverse (r, n)
−1 =
(
r−1, ςr−1(n−1)
)
.
Let AK := Cc(K) and AK := C
∗
red(K).
The Haar measure on K is given by
dµK(r, n) = ν(r)
−1 dµG(r) dµN(n),
and its modular function is
∆K(r, n) = ν(r)
−1∆G(r)∆N(n).
The product of fK , gK ∈ AK is
(fK ⋆K gK)(r, n) =
∫
G×N
dµG(r
′) dµN(n′) fK(r′, n′) gK
(
r′−1r, ςr′−1(n
′−1n)
)
ν(r′)−1, (4.8)
while the involution of fK ∈ AK is nothing else but
f ∗K(r, n) = ν(r)∆G(r)
−1∆N (n)
−1 fK(r−1, ςr−1(n−1)). (4.9)
The algebra C∗red(K) is obtained through the left regular representation λK of AK on
L2(K, dµK):
(λK(fK) ξK)(r, n) :=
∫
G×N
dµG(r
′) dµN(n
′) fK(r
′, n′) ξK
(
r′−1r, ςr′−1(n
′−1n)
)
ν(r′)−1
for any fK ∈ AK and ξK ∈ L2(K, dµK).
The products ⋆K and ⋆α defined in (4.8) and (4.6) respectively are formally the same, while
the corresponding involutions, defined in (4.9) and (4.7), are not the same but nevertheless,
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there is an isomorphism Φ : C∗red(K)→ G⋉α,red C∗red(N) which is induced by the map (also
denoted by) Φ : AK → Cc(G,Cc(N)) defined by
f(r)(n) = Φ(fK)(r)(n) := ν(r)
−1fK(r, n),
which relates the equations (4.8) and (4.6) (resp. (4.9) and (4.7)). Notice that one has to
prove that r 7→ Φ(fK)(r) ∈ Cc(N) ⊂ C∗red(N) is continuous: this can be easily performed
using the norm topology on L1(N, dµN).
There is a corresponding unitary operator W : L2(K, dµK)→ L2(G×N, dµG dµN) given
by
ξ̂(r)(n) = (Wξ̂K)(r)(n) := ξ̂K
(
r, ςr(n)
)
, for any ξ̂K ∈ Cc(K) ⊂ L2(K, dµK), (4.10)
which intertwines the representation λK of C
∗
red(K) on L
2(K, dµK) and the representation
ρ̂ ◦ Φ of G⋉α,red C∗red(N) on Ĥ = L2(G×N, dµG dµN):
ρ̂ ◦ Φ(fK)(Wξ̂K) = WλK(fK) ξ̂K .
The relations between the algebras C∗red(K), G⋉α,red C
∗
red(N) and their representations can
be summarized in the commutative diagram
C∗red(K)
Φ
//
λK

G⋉α,red C∗red(N)
ρ̂

G⋉α,red C∗red(N)
ρ̂GNS

L2(K, dµK)
W
// L2(G×N, dµG dµN) V // L2(G×N, dµGNS).
(4.11)
where V is given by
(V ξ̂ )(r)(n) := ν(r)−1 ξ̂(r)
(
ςr−1(n)
)
,
and the last column will be described in Section 4.2.
Notice that the composite unitary operator VW : L2(K, dµK) → L2(G × N, dµGNS) is
nothing else than
(VWξ̂K)(r)(n) = ν(r)
−1 ξ̂K(r, n),
which is the same expression as the one defining Φ.
The space
B := Φ(Cc(G×N)) ⊂ Cc(G,Cc(N)) (4.12)
is a dense ∗-subalgebra in G ⋉α,red C∗red(N), and it is a good candidate to enter into the
construction of the spectral triple of Theorem 2.5. By construction, B is the subspace of
functions in Cc(G,Cc(N)) which are continuous in both variables.
Remark that the existence of a finitely summable spectral triple on a group C∗-algebra is
not guaranteed: Connes proved in [12] that, for an infinite discrete nonamenable group N ,
there exist no finitely summable spectral triples on A = C∗red(N). However, there still exist
θ-summable spectral triples on A, that is, there exists t0 ≥ 0 such that Tr e−tD2 <∞ for all
t > t0.
The construction presented here can also be used to transport the extended modular-type
twisted spectral triple of Theorem 2.5 defined on a crossed product C∗-algebra, to a spectral
triple on a group C∗-algebra. This will be done in Section 5.1.3 in order to compare our
extension with a spectral triple already proposed for the affine group.
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4.2 The Plancherel weight and its dual weight
For any locally compact group N , the Plancherel weight is defined on positive elements of
the von Neumann algebra C∗red(N)
′′ generated by the left regular representation λN of N by
ϕN(f) :=

‖g‖
2
L2(N) when f
1
2 = λN(g) for some left bounded function g ∈ L2(N, dµN),
∞ otherwise,
and g ∈ L2(N, dµN) is called left bounded if f ∈ AN ⊂ L2(N, dµN) 7→ g ⋆N f ∈ L2(N, dµN)
can be extended to a bounded operator on L2(N, dµN).
This weight is faithful and semifinite on C∗red(N)
′′ [44, Chap. VII, Theorem 2.5].
On the generators fN ∈ AN of C∗red(N), it reduces simply to ϕN(fN ) = fN(eN). This is a
densely defined lower-semicontinuous weight on C∗red(N) and because
ϕN (f
∗
N ⋆N gN) =
∫
N
dµN(n) fN(n) gN(n),
its GNS construction produces the Hilbert space L2(N, dµN) and the associated non-degene-
rate representation is the faithful left regular representation λN of C
∗
red(N). The Plancherel
weight is a KMS-weight for the automorphism
σN (fN)(n) := ∆N (n)
−1fN (n), for any fN ∈ AN , n ∈ N . (4.13)
One can also check directly that σN (fN)
∗ = σ−1N (f
∗
N).
Proposition 4.1 For any fN ∈ AN and r ∈ G, one has
ϕN [fN ] = ϕN [ν(r)αr(fN)].
Moreover, σN and αr commute for r ∈ G.
In other words, Hypothesis 3.1 is satisfied for the one-cocycle q2(r) := ν(r)1 where 1 is the
unit in M(A).
Proof The first relation follows from (4.3). The assumption (4.4) implies that σN defined
in (4.13) and αr commute for any r ∈ G. Finally, q is a one-cocycle since ν : G → R×+ is a
morphism of groups.
The invertible conjugate-linear isometry
(JN ξ)(n) := ∆N(n)
1
2 ξ∗(n) = ∆N(n)−
1
2 ξ(n−1) (4.14)
defined on ξ ∈ AN ⊂ L2(N, dµN) is the canonical modular conjugation on L2(N, dµN)
with J2N = 1, and it intertwines the left regular representation λN and the right regular
representation RϕN : JN λN(f
∗
N ) JN = RϕN (fN).
Let us now consider the dual weight of ϕN . The map v : Cc(G × N)⋆ → Cc(G × N)
defined by v[x](r) := αr[x(r)], that is v[x](r)(n) = ν(r)
−1 x(r)
(
ςr−1(n)
)
, intertwines the two
products and involutions given in (3.4) and (2.3-2.4), and satisfies ρ̂◦ v = πα, where πα is the
representation of Cc(G×N) (equipped with the product and involution (3.4)) on Ĥ defined
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as in (3.5). The dual weight ϕ̂ associated to ϕN is defined by (3.6) for any x ∈ Cc(G ×N),
so that, with f = v[x] ∈ Cc(G×N), it becomes
ϕ̂ [ρ̂(f)∗ ρ̂(f)] = ϕN [(f ∗ ⋆α f)(eG)].
We define ϕ̂N on G⋉α,redC∗red(N) by ϕ̂N(f
∗⋆α f) := ϕ̂ [ρ̂(f)∗ ρ̂(f)] = ϕN [(f ∗⋆α f)(eG)]. Since
(f ∗ ⋆α g)(eG) =
∫
G
dµG(r)∆G(r)
−1 αr[f(r−1)∗] ⋆N αr[g(r−1)] =
∫
G
dµG(r)αr−1[f(r)
∗ ⋆N g(r)],
using ϕN [αr−1(fN )] = ν(r)ϕN [fN ], we get
ϕ̂N(f
∗ ⋆α g) =
∫
G
dµG(r)ϕN ◦ αr−1 [f(r)∗ ⋆N g(r)]
=
∫
G×N
dµG(r) dµN(n) ν(r) f(r)(n) g(r)(n).
The GNS construction for ϕ̂N produces the Hilbert space of square integrable functions
on G × N for the measure (r, n) 7→ dµGNS(r, n) := ν(r) dµG(r) dµN(n) and the associated
representation is
[ρ̂GNS(f) ξ̂ ](r, n) =
∫
G×N
dµG(r
′) dµN(n
′) ν(r′)−1 f(r′)(n′) ξ̂(r′−1r)
(
ςr′−1(n
′−1n)
)
.
This representation ρ̂GNS is unitarily equivalent to the representation ρ̂ via the unitary equiv-
alence V : Ĥ = L2(G×N, dµG dµN)→ ĤGNS = L2(G×N, dµGNS) which is the extension of
v to the respective Hilbert spaces. This corresponds to the last column of (4.11)
5 Examples
5.1 The affine group R⋉ R
We now show that the affine groupK = R⋉R is an illustrative example of the above situation
and how a spectral triple on C∗(R) can be extended to a modular-type twisted spectral triple
on C∗(K), which coincides with the one defined in [32].
5.1.1 General considerations
The group G := R acts on N := R by ςa(b) := e−ab for any a, b ∈ R. This defines the product
(a, b) (a′, b′) = (a+ a′, b+ e−ab′)
on K := R ⋉ R. Following 4.1, a direct computation shows that ν(a) = e−a, so that the
modular function of R⋉ R is ∆K(a, b) = ea.
The original spectral triple we consider is described by the following elements:
– A := Cc(R) is a ∗-dense subalgebra (for the convolution product) of A := C∗(R),
– H := L2(R, db),
– ρ := λR is the left regular representation of R which induces the convolution product
given in (4.1),
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– D is the unbounded operator
(D ξ)(b) := b ξ(b), for any ξ ∈ Cc(R) ⊂ H .
Identifying H = L2(R, db) with L2(R̂, dbˆ) by Fourier transform, where R̂ is the Pontryagin
dual of R, D becomes the differential operator −i∂ bˆ.
The spectral triple (A,H,D) is non unital, and ρ is the GNS representation πϕ of the
Plancherel weight ϕ(fR) := fR(0) defined for any fR ∈ A.
The action (4.3) of G = R on A = C∗(R) is given by
αa(fR)(b) := e
afR(e
ab), for a, b ∈ R and fR ∈ A,
the algebra B = R⋉α,red C∗(R) has explicit product and involution (see (4.6) and (4.7))
(f ⋆ g)(a)(b) =
∫
da′db′ ea
′
f(a′)(b′) g(a− a′)(ea′(b− b′))
=
∫
da′db′ f(a− a′)(b− e−(a−a′)b′) g(a′)(b′),
f ∗(a)(b) = eaf(−a)(−eab),
and the representation (4.5) of B on Ĥ := L2(R, da) ⊗H ≃ L2(R2, dadb) takes the explicit
form (
ρ̂(f) ξ̂
)
(a)(b) = e−a
∫
R×R
da′ db′ f(a′)(e−ab′) ξ̂(a− a′)(b− b′),
for any ξ̂ ∈ Cc(R, Cc(R)) ⊂ Ĥ and f ∈ Cc(R, Cc(R)) ⊂ R⋉α,red C∗(R).
Proposition 4.1 gives q(a) := e−a/2, and from Proposition 3.2, the unitary operator defined
by
(Ua ξ)(b) = e
a/2 ξ(eab), for ξ ∈ Cc(R) ⊂ H ,
satisfies (2.5). A simple computation gives
(UaDU
∗
a ξ)(b) = e
ab ξ(b) = ea(D ξ)(b) =
(
z(a)∗−1Dz(a)−1 ξ
)
(b) with z(a) := e−a/2 1,
so that ϑ(a) = e−a/2 and with
p(a) := e−a 1,
one has ρ[p(a)] = z(a)z(a)∗ = e−a 1.
Since z(a) does not depends on the variable b, one has
[D, ρ(f(a)) z(a)]z(a)−1 = [D, ρ(f(a))] = ρ[∂f(a)] (5.1)
for any f ∈ Cc(R, Cc(R)), where ∂ is the differential operator (∂fR)(b) := b fR(b) on A.
The operators entering the operator D of the modular-type twisted spectral triple of
Theorem 2.5 are given by
(D̂ ξ̂ )(a)(b) = e−ab ξ̂(a)(b)
and, since (θ̂ ξ̂ )(a) = e−a ξ̂(a),
(Tη, ω ξ̂ )(a)(b) = (η + ω e−a) ξ̂(a)(b).
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Moreover, the hypothesis of Proposition 2.10 holds true: [ D̂, Tη, ω] = 0.
Similarly, for v ∈ C2,
Da
(
ξ̂(a)⊗ v
)
(b) = b ξ̂(a)(b)⊗ γ1v + (η + ωe−a) ξ̂(a)(b)⊗ γ2v.
We now check Hypothesis 2.3-(6): since
Ŷ = {ξ̂ ∈ L2(R2, dadb) | ξ̂(a) ∈ Dom(D), [a ∈ R→ ‖(b± iω e−a) ξ̂(a)‖L2(R,db) ∈ L2(R, da)]}
contains
Sc(R2) := {Schwartz functions in (a, b) with compact support in a}
which is dense in L2(R2, dadb), this proves (2.8). The existence of YB will be given in 5.1.3.
By definition (2.13), β(f)(a) = p(a)f(a) = e−af(a) for any Cc(R, C∗(R)), but β does not
extend to an automorphism of R⋉α,red C∗(R): if f(a)(b) := e−|a|/2 g(b) for a g ∈ Cc(R), then
f ∈ L1(R, C∗(R)) and β(f)(a, b) = e−a+|a|/2 g(b), but β(f) is not in L1(R, C∗(R)).
5.1.2 Possible choices for B
The Hypothesis 2.3-(3) requires the existence of an algebra B for the construction of the
spectral triple described in Theorem 2.5. Here we present three possible algebras, which
are related by inclusion, from the smallest one to the largest one, and which are dense ∗-
subalgebras of B = R ⋉α,red C∗(R).
• Since the present situation enters into the description of Section 4.1, we can consider
the algebra B1 := Φ(Cc(R × R)) ⊂ Cc(R, Cc(R)) as in (4.12): this corresponds to take
A = Cc(R) for the original spectral triple (as described before), (2.7) is trivially satisfied,
and, considering (5.1), one can take
Mf,z := sup
a∈Sf
∫
R
db |bf(a)(b)| <∞
to satisfy (2.9) for any f ∈ B1, where Sf = Supp(f). So we get the conclusion of Theorem
2.5, postponing the compactness of the resolvent (2.2) to (5.4).
• The original spectral triple (A,H,D) can also be given using a Fréchet ∗-algebra de-
scribed as follows. For any b ∈ R, let σ(b) := 1 + |b| be a m-sub-polynomial scale on R (a
weight in fact). Following [42], we define Lσ1 (R) as the space of Borel measurable functions
fR : R→ C such that the semi-norms
‖fR‖σm :=
∫
R
db σ(b)m|fR(b)|
are finite for any m ∈ N. This is a m-convex Fréchet ∗-algebra for the semi-norms ‖ ‖σm and
the convolution product and involution. Then it is easy to check that (A = Lσ1 (R), H,D) is
a spectral triple, with the same H and D as before.
For any a ∈ R, let w(a) := 1
2
(1 + e|a|): this is a m-sub-polynomial scale on G = R. Then
one has σ(e−ab) ≤ 2w(a) σ(b), and this implies that the action α is m-σ-tempered since
‖αa(f)‖σm =
∫
R
db (1 + |b|)m |eaf(eab)| =
∫
R
db′ (1 + |e−ab′|)m |f(b′)| ≤ 2mw(a)m ‖f‖σm.
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The hypotheses of Lemma 2.12 are satisfied, so consider B2 := Cc(R, Lσ1 (R)). Then (2.7) holds
true since functions in B2 are compactly supported along the variable a, (2.9) is satisfied for
any f ∈ B2 with
Mf,z := sup
a∈Sf
‖f(a)‖σ1 <∞
(notice that the continuity of : a ∈ R 7→ f(a) ∈ Lσ1 (R) implies the continuity of a 7→ ‖f(a)‖σ1 ).
Again, we get the conclusion of Theorem 2.5 for this algebra.
• The construction presented in Remark 2.13 leads to a m-convex Fréchet ∗-algebra
B3 := Lw1 (R, Lσ1 (R)) [42, Theorem 3.1.7] since w− = w. We denote by
‖f‖m,n :=
∫
R2
dadbw(a)m σ(b)n |f(a)(b)|
the family of semi-norms which topologizes B3. Note that B3 is not included into Cc(R, A), so
it does not satisfies all the requirements in Hypothesis 2.3 and we cannot apply Theorem 2.5,
but nevertheless we now show that we can proceed directly.
From the general theory, one has
‖ρ̂(f)‖B(Ĥ) ≤ ‖f‖L1(R,da) :=
∫
R
da ‖f(a)‖C∗(R) ≤
∫
R
da ‖f(a)‖L1(R,db) = ‖f‖0,0.
This shows that the inclusion B3 → R⋉α,red C∗(R) is continuous.
Following the same line of computations as in the proof of Lemma 2.24, one gets, for ξ̂ in
the dense subspace Cc(R2) of Ĥ:
([D̂, ρ̂(f)]β ξ̂ )(a)(b) = e
−a
∫
R2
da′db′ g(a′)(e−ab′) ξ̂(a− a′)(b− b′)
with g(a)(b) = bf(a)(b) = (∂f(a))(b).
Proposition 2.30 gives [Tη, ω, ρ̂(f)]β = ηρ̂(f)− ηρ̂[β(f)], so that
‖[D̂, ρ̂(f)]β‖B(Ĥ) ≤ ‖g‖0,0 ≤ ‖f‖0,1,
‖[Tη, ω, ρ̂(f)]β‖B(Ĥ) ≤ |η|‖f‖0,0 + |η|‖f‖1,0.
This shows that the twisted commutators [D, π(f)]β are bounded for f ∈ B3 so (B3,H,D) is
also a modular-type β-twisted spectral triple. The algebra B3, in particular the behavior of
its functions at infinity in the a and b directions (governed by w and σ), is perfectly adapted
to the Dirac operator D proposed in Theorem 2.5.
5.1.3 The extended triple
Since we want to recover the spectral triple proposed in [32], we choose to consider the algebra
given there, defined by
B = BS := Sc(R2).
Remark that B is a subalgebra of B2 whose elements are smooth functions in both variables
(a, b). With slight modifications we could have chosen a larger subalgebra (with minimal
constraints on smoothness) in one of the three algebras quoted in previous section.
The second part of Hypothesis 2.3-(6) is satisfied with
YB := B ⊂ Ŷ
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where the inclusion has been proved before and the inclusion of ρ̂(f) YB ⊂ YB (⊂ Ŷ ) can
be shown using the explicit expression of ρ̂, the compactness along the variable a and the
Schwartz behavior along b.
Moreover, βz(f)(a) := e
−zaf(a) defines an automorphism of BS for any z ∈ C (see
Remark 2.22).
The Hypothesis 3.1 is automatically satisfied, as proved in Proposition 4.1, for the one-
cocycle
q(a)2 := ν(a)1 = e−a 1.
Of course a ∈ R → ‖q(a)‖ = e−a/2 is continuous, so q is not only in Z1(R,M(C∗(R))×) but
also in Z1(R, Z(Cc(R))×).
The constraint (2.21) with c = 0 and s = 1 is never satisfied:∫
G
dµG(r)∆G(r)
−1 ‖[1+ Tp(r)2]−1‖B(H) =
∫
R
da [1 + (η + ω e−a)2]−1 =∞. (5.2)
However, the constraint (2.21) holds true for 0 < c < s:∫
G
dµG(r)∆G(r)
−1‖ρ(p(r))‖2cB(H) ‖[1+ Tp(r)2]−1‖sB(H)
=
∫
R
da e
−2ac
[1+(η+ω e−a)2]s
=
∫ ∞
0
du u
2c−1
[1+(η+ω u)2]s
(5.3)
and the last integral converges. Remark that it diverges for c = 0 and any s, or for s = 1 and
any c ≥ 1. Since Proposition 2.10 asks for c ≥ 0 and s ≥ 1, we finally get, for any f ∈ B,
Θcπ(f)(1+D2)−s/2 is compact if s > c ≥ 1, (5.4)
so (2.2) is satisfied.
Open question: is the operator Θπ(f)(1 + D2)−1/2 compact? The lack of answer explains
why we used in (2.2) a weak form for the requirement of compactness of the resolvent.
In [32] the modular spectral triple introduced on the κ-Minkowski space is based on the
same algebra BS. Denote by F the Fourier transform on R2, given by
F(f)(α, β) := (2π)−1
∫
dadbf(a)(b)eiaα+ibβ .
In [32], the variables (a, b) (resp. (α, β)) are denoted by (p0, p1) (resp. (x0, x1)), and the
Hilbert space of the representation of BS is L2(R2, dαdβ) ⊗ C2. The Fourier transform
F : Ĥ = L2(R2, dadb) → L2(R2, dαdβ) intertwines the representations π defined here and
the representation defined in [32], and it identifies the Dirac operator proposed in [32] with
D on H := Ĥ ⊗ C2 for the specific values η = 1 and ω = −1 (see Proposition 2.26 for the
origin of the relation η = ǫ ω and comment below).
Let J be the reality operator on the original triple (A,H,D), which is given by the modular
theory of the GNS representation of the Plancherel weight on C∗(R). Here σ is trivial (R is
unimodular), so that Jξ = ξ∗ for any ξ ∈ Cc(R), i.e. (Jξ)(b) = ξ(−b) (see (4.14)). A simple
computation gives JD = −DJ , so that ǫ = −1 in Proposition 2.26. Imposing the existence
of the reality operator Ĵ of Proposition 2.26 forces η = −ω, as noticed before, to recover
the Dirac operator in [32, Theorem 25], and this real structure is the one described in [32,
Proposition 34]. As seen in Section 3.2, this is the natural reality operator defined in this
context.
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Remark 5.1 This twisted spectral triple is a modular spectral triples as in [25, Definition
5.1] except it is non unital, so Hypothesis 2.3-(7) is cancelled, and the constraint on the
resolvent has been modified in (2.2): the corresponding notations are
N → B(H), φ→ Tr(Θ ·), AS → BS, σ → σ̂, θ → β, D → D,
where σ̂t(x) := Θ
−itxΘit. Since N σ corresponds to {a ∈ B(H) | [a,Θit] = 0, ∀t ∈ R}, the
affiliation of D to N σ means [D,Θ] = 0 which is satisfied here. Remark that, for any s > 0,
π(a)(1+D2)−s/2 is never in the set L1(H) of trace-class operators onH [32]. Thus this twisted
affine triple is not finitely summable. The operators π(f)(1+D2)−(1+ǫ)/2 are φ-compact for
any f ∈ B and ǫ > 0. 
Theorem 5.2 For f, g ∈ BS, π(f)Θ (1 +D2)−s/2 π(g) ∈ L1(H) when s > 2.
The main difficulty to prove this theorem is that the symbol a(x, ξ) of this operator is not
classical since some (∂αx ∂
β
ξ a)(x, ξ) can increase exponentially on non-zero Lebesgue measure
sets. Our strategy is to get traceability of the operator multiplied by the unbounded operator
Θc with c > 0 using a result of Arsu [2], and then to get rid of this modification by letting
c → 0 by showing that the trace-class property is preserved via a result of Deift–Simon in
[15] (see Lemma 5.7). A direct approach of this method with c = 0 fails.
So we first begin to show a result similar to the theorem where the replacement of Θ by Θ1+c
with c > 0 plays a key role in the proof: actually, when c = 0 in the following proposition,
this is Theorem 30 of [32] but the proof given there is not correct.
Proposition 5.3 For any f ∈ BS, π(f)Θ1+c (1 +D2)−s/2 ∈ L1(H) for c > 0 and s > c+ 2.
Proof Remark that π(f)Θ1+c (1 +D2)−s/2 ∈ L1(H) is equivalent to
As,c(f) := ρ̂(f) θ̂
1+c (1 + D̂2 + T 2η, ω)−s/2 ∈ L1(Ĥ). (5.5)
For any ξ ∈ Ĥ,
(As,c(f)ξ)(a)(b) = e
−a
∫
R2
da′db′ f(a− a′)(e−a(b− b′)) gs,c(a′, b′) ξ(a′)(b′) (5.6)
with
gs,c(a, b) := e
−(1+c)a[1 + e−2ab2 + (η + ωe−a)2]−s/2.
Using the Fourier transform F , for any ζ ∈ L2(R2, dαdβ), one has
[As,c(f) ζ ](α, β) =
1
(2π)2
∫
R4
dα′dβ ′da′db′ ei(α−α
′) a′+i(β−β′) b′ as,c(f)(α, β; a′, b′) ζ(α′, β ′) (5.7)
with
as,c(f)(α, β; a
′, b′) :=
∫
R2
da db eiα(a−a
′)+iβ(b−b′)e−af(a− a′)(e−a(b− b′)) gs,c(a′, b′)
=
∫
R2
da db eiαa+ie
a′βb e−af(a)(e−ab) gs,c(a′, b′)
= 2πF(h)(α, ea′β) gs,c(a′, b′),
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where
h(a) := α−a[f(a)], that is h(a)(b) = e−af(a)(e−ab).
For f ∈ BS, h is smooth and compactly supported along a, and a Schwartz function along b.
So F(h) is a Schwartz function in both variables α, β (and in fact analytic along α).
Since As,c(f) on L
2(R2, dαdβ) is a pseudo-differential operator with symbol as,c(f), we can
use the following result of Arsu to prove that As,c(f) ∈ L1(Ĥ) since as,c(f) has sufficiently
many derivatives in L1(R2 × R2). We will use the following norm on the set of functions
a ∈ S ′(R2 × R2) where t = (t1, t2) ∈ N2:
|a|1,t := maxnα,na≤t1
nβ ,nb≤t2
∥∥∥∂nαα ∂nββ ∂naa ∂nbb a∥∥∥L1 <∞ .
Using the orthogonal decomposition R2 = R×R, the conditions of [2, Theorem 5.4 (i)] (with
τ = 0) can be recast as
Theorem 5.4 Let a ∈ S ′(R2×R2) such that |a|1,t <∞ for t = (1, 1). Then Op(a) (defined
as in (5.7) by the symbol a) has an extension which is a trace-class operator on the Hilbert
space L2(R2, dαdβ) and ‖Op(a)‖1 ≤ C|a|1,t for some constant C.
So, we only need to prove that for a = as,c(f), we have:
– as,c(f) ∈ S ′(R2 × R2),
– |as,c(f)|1,(1,1) <∞.
Let us check the second point while the first will be shown also in the proof, see “Case
(0, 0, 0, 0)” below. We have to consider derivatives of order at most 1 in the four directions
of the function (α, β; a, b) 7→ as,c(f)(α, β; a, b). This gives 16 cases to consider.
Denote by (nα, nβ, na, nb) ∈ {0, 1}4 the order of derivations along the 4 variables.
– Case (0, 0, 0, 0):
∫
R4
dαdβdadb |as,c(f)(α, β; a, b)| = 2π
∫
R4
dαdβdadb |F(h)(α, eaβ)| gs,c(a, b)
= 2π
[∫
R2
dαdβ |F(h)(α, β)|
] [∫
R2
dadb e−ags,c(a, b)
]
,
where in the second line we use the change of variable eaβ → β. The first integral is finite
since F(h) is Schwartz in both variables, and the second one is ∫R2 dadb gs,c+1(a, b), which is
finite for c+ 1 > 0 and s > 2 + c by Lemma 5.5 (see below).
Since as,c(f) ∈ L1(R4) for c+ 1 > 0 and s > 2 + c, this shows that as,c(f) ∈ S ′(R2 ×R2).
– Cases (1, nβ, na, nb): The derivative along α concerns only F(h), and ∂αF(h) is Schwartz
in both variables. So, (1, nβ, na, nb) is equivalent to (0, nβ, na, nb).
– Cases (nα, nβ, na, 1): The derivative along b concerns only gs,c, and |∂bgs,c| and |∂a∂bgs,c|
are dominated by gs,c by Lemma 5.5. So (nα, nβ, na, 1) is equivalent to (nα, nβ, na, 0).
– Cases (nα, nβ, 1, nb): The derivative along a produces two terms:
– eaβ(∂βF(h))(α, eaβ)gs,c(a, b): the function (α, β) 7→ β(∂βF(h))(α, β) is Schwartz in
both variables, so we reduce to the situation na = 0.
– F(h)(α, eaβ)(∂ags,c)(a, b): the function ∂ags,c is dominated by gs,c.
So (nα, nβ, 1, nb) is equivalent to (nα, nβ , 0, nb).
Combining all these equivalences, the case (0, 0, 0, 0) covers the 8 cases (nα, 0, na, nb).
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– Case (0, 1, 0, 0):
∫
R4
dαdβdadb |∂βas,c(f)(α, β; a, b)| = 2π
∫
R4
dαdβdadb ea|(∂βF(h))(α, eaβ)| gs,c(a, b)
= 2π
[∫
R2
dαdβ |∂βF(h)(α, β)|
] [∫
R2
dadb gs,c(a, b)
]
.
The first integral is finite since ∂βF(h) is Schwartz in both variables, and the second one is
finite for c > 0 and s > 1 + c by Lemma 5.5.
This case covers the remaining 8 cases (nα, 1, na, nb).
Since as,c(f) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 5.4, we end up with the constrains c > 0
and s > 2 + c, which are the hypothesis of Proposition 5.3.
Lemma 5.5 The function gs,c has the following properties:
1) gs,c ∈ L1(R2, dadb) if and only if c > 0 and s > 1 + c.
2) There exists a constant Ms,c > 0 such that |(X gs,c)(a, b)| ≤ Ms,c gs,c(a, b) for (a, b) ∈ R2
when X = ∂a, ∂b or ∂a∂b.
Proof 1) gs,c is positive and
∫
R db gs,c(a, b) is finite if and only if s > 1 and in this case,∫
R
db gs,c(a, b) =
√
π Γ[(s−1)/2]
Γ(s/2)
e−ca [1 + (η + ω e−a)2]−(s−1)/2. (5.8)
Then ∫ ∞
−∞
da e−ca [1 + (η + ω e−a)2]−(s−1)/2 =
∫ ∞
0
du uc−1 [1 + (η + ω u)2]−(s−1)/2
which is finite if and only if c > 0 and s > 1 + c.
2) For X = ∂a, we have
(∂ags,c)(a, b) = gs,c(a, b)
[
−(1 + c) + s (b2+c22)e−2a+ηωe−a
1+e−2ab2+(η+ωe−a)2
]
and the bracket is bounded on R2. Similarly,
(∂bgs,c)(a, b) = gs,c(a, b)
2e−2ab
1+e−2ab2+(η+ωe−a)2
and the fraction is bounded on R2. Finally,
(∂a∂bgs,c)(a, b) = (∂ags,c)(a, b)
2e−2ab
1+e−2ab2+(η+ωe−a)2
− 4gs,c(a, b)
[
e−2ab
1+e−2ab2+(η+ωe−a)2
+
e−2ab[(b2+c22)e
−2a+ηωe−a]
[1+e−2ab2+(η+ωe−a)2]2
]
.
For the first term, we use previous argument and for the second one the bracket is bounded
on R2.
We now show that the family of operators defined in (5.5) naturally converges in norm
when c→ 0:
Lemma 5.6 We have As,0(f) = ‖·‖-lim
c↓0
As,c(f), for any s > 2 and f ∈ BS .
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Proof Using (5.6) and gs,0(a, b) = gs,c(a, b) e
ca, the kernel of Bs,c(f) := As,c(f)−As,0(f) on
Ĥ = L2(R2, dadb) is
Ks,c(f)(a, b; a
′, b′) = e−af(a− a′)(e−a(b− b′)) gs,c(a′, b′)(1− eca′).
To show that limc→0+‖Bs,c(f)‖ = 0, we use the inequality ‖Bs,c(f)‖ ≤ ‖Ks,c(f)‖L2 . One has
‖Ks,c(f)‖2L2 =
∫
dadbda′db′ e−2a
∣∣∣f(a− a′)(e−a(b− b′))∣∣∣2 gs,c(a′, b′)2 (1− eca′)2
=
[∫
dadb e−a |f(a, b)|2
] [∫
da′db′ e−a
′
gs,c(a
′, b′)2 (1− eca′)2
]
.
The first integral is finite and independent of s and c. Using (5.8), g2s,c(a, b) = e
−(1+c)ag2s,c(a, b)
and after the change of variable u = e−a, the second integral can be evaluated as∫
dadb e−a gs,c(a, b)2 (1− eca)2 =
√
π Γ(s−1/2)
Γ(s)
∫ ∞
0
du u(u
c−1)2
[1+(η+ωu)2]s−1/2
.
For u ∈ [0, 1], (u2 − 1)2 ≤ 1, so that ∫ 10 du u(uc−1)2[1+(η+ωu)2 ]s−1/2 ≤ ∫ 10 du u[1+(η+ωu)2]s−1/2 < ∞.
Let c0 > 0 such that s > 2 + c0. Then for any 0 < c < c0 and u ∈ [1,∞), one has
u1+2c(1 − u−c)2 ≤ u1+2c0 , so that ∫∞1 du u(uc−1)2[1+(η+ωu)2]s−1/2 ≤ ∫∞1 du u1+2c0[1+(η+ωu)2]s−1/2 < ∞ since
s > 2 + c0. When u ∈ [0,∞), u(uc−1)2[1+(η+ωu)2]s−1/2 goes to 0 as c → 0+, so, by the dominated
convergence theorem, one get limc→0+‖Ks,c(f)‖2L2 = 0.
Remark that previous lemma implies that the operator As,0(f) = π(f) Θ(1 + D2)−s/2 is
compact for s > 2 (and conjectured to be in L1(H)), but the result of (5.4) is stronger.
Proof (of Theorem 5.2) In the following, we fix s > 0, choose c0 > 0 such that s > 2+c0,
and we restrict c to c ∈ (0, c0).
For f ∈ BS and previous notations, As,c(f)ρ̂(f ∗) = ρ̂(f) θ̂1+c (1 + D̂2 + T 2η, ω)−s/2 ρ̂(f ∗) is
a positive operator which is in L1(Ĥ) when s > 2 + c since ρ̂(f ∗) is bounded and As,c(f) is
also in L1(Ĥ) by Proposition 5.3. Its trace-norm can be evaluated as
‖As,c(f)ρ̂(f ∗)‖1 = TrAs,c(f)ρ̂(f ∗) = Tr ρ̂(f ∗)As,c(f) = TrAs,c(f ∗ ⋆ f)
since As,c(f) and As,c(f
∗ ⋆ f) are trace-class. Using the kernel of As,c(f ∗ ⋆ f) given in (5.6),
TrAs,c(f
∗ ⋆ f) =
∫
dadb e−a(f ∗ ⋆ f)(0)(0) gs,c(a, b) = (f ∗ ⋆ f)(0)(0)
∫
dadb gs,c+1(a, b)
which is finite since s > 2 + c by Lemma 5.5, and the integral evaluates to∫
dadb gs,c+1(a, b) =
√
π Γ[(s−1)/2]
Γ(s/2)
∫ ∞
0
du u
c
[1+(η+ωu)2 ](s−1)/2
.
For u ∈ [0, 1], uc
[1+(η+ωu)2](s−1)/2
≤ 1
[1+(η+ωu)2 ](s−1)/2
which is integrable on [0, 1], and for any
u ∈ [1,∞), uc
[1+(η+ωu)2](s−1)/2
≤ uc0
[1+(η+ωu)2](s−1)/2
which is integrable on [1,∞). So finally,
‖As,c(f)ρ̂(f ∗)‖1 = TrAs,c(f ∗ ⋆ f) ≤ M <∞ uniformly in c ∈ (0, c0).
We deduce from Lemma 5.6 that ‖·‖-limc→0+ As,c(f)ρ̂(f ∗) = As,0(f)ρ̂(f ∗). One concludes
by Lemma 5.7 that As,0(f)ρ̂(f
∗) ∈ L1(Ĥ). By polarization, As,0(f)ρ̂(g) is trace-class for any
f, g ∈ BS, and so is π(f)Θ (1 +D2)−s/2 π(g).
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The next result can be found in [15, Prop. 2], but we include a proof for completeness.
Lemma 5.7 Let An ∈ L1 be a sequence such that ‖·‖- lim
n→∞An = A and supn
‖An‖1 =M <∞.
Then A ∈ L1.
Proof Let B be a finite rank operator. Then AB and (A− An)B are trace-class, and
|Tr(AB)| ≤ ‖A− An‖ ‖B‖1 + ‖An‖1 ‖B‖ ≤ ‖A− An‖ ‖B‖1 +M‖B‖.
Taking n → ∞ on both sides, one gets |Tr(AB)| ≤ M‖B‖ for any finite rank operator B,
with M independent of B. The linear form B 7→ Tr(AB) is thus continuous, and extends
uniquely to a continuous linear form on the Banach space K of compact operators. Since the
duality L1 = K∗ is realized by A 7→ Tr(A·), one has A ∈ L1.
(Remark that the hypothesis A = strong-limit
n→∞ An is sufficient.)
As claimed after Theorem 5.2, the role of c is important since for instance we cannot use
the inequality ‖As,c(f)‖1 = ‖Op(as,c(f))‖1 ≤ C|as,c(f)|1,(1,1) of Theorem 5.4 to get directly
that As,0(f) ∈ L1(Ĥ) from previous lemma, because supc<1 |as,c(f)|1,(1,1) is infinite.
Since the spectral dimension of a non-unital modular spectral triple is not yet well settled,
we use the following notion of modular dimension in our example
p := inf{s > 0 | Tr Θ π(a)(1 +D2)−s/2π(a∗) <∞, ∀a ∈ BS}. (5.9)
The modular spectral triple given in [24] was only 1-summable, but here the dimension
increases:
Theorem 5.8 While the original spectral triple has spectral dimension 1, this modular-type
twisted spectral triple given by Theorem 2.5 has modular spectral dimension 2.
Since by Theorem 5.2, the dimension is less or equal to 2, this follows from the following:
Lemma 5.9 For any f, g ∈ BS, η, ω ∈ R with ω 6= 0 and s > 2, we have
Tr π(f)Θ (1+D2)−s/2 π(g) = 2ϕ̂R(g ⋆ f)
[
π
|ω|(s−2) − ηω
√
π Γ((s−1)/2)
Γ(s/2) 2
F1(
1
2
, s−1
2
, 3
2
,−η2)
]
where 2F1 is some hypergeometric function. Moreover
lim
s→2(s− 2) Tr π(f)Θ (1+D
2)−s/2 π(g) = 2π|ω| ϕ̂R(g ⋆ f).
Proof Thanks to Theorem 5.2,
Tr π(f)Θ (1+D2)−s/2 π(g) = 2Tr ρ̂(f) θ̂ (1 + D̂2 + T 2η, ω)−s/2 ρ̂(g).
The kernel of As(f, g) := ρ̂(f) θ̂ (1 + D̂
2 + T 2η, ω)−s/2 ρ̂(g) is
K(a, b; a′, b′) :=
∫
da′′db′′ e−a−a
′′
f(a− a′′)(e−a(b− b′′)) gs,0(a′′, b′′) g(a′′ − a′)(e−a′′(b′′ − b′))
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so that
TrAs(f, g) =
∫
dadbda′db′ e−a−a
′
f(a− a′)(e−a(b− b′)) gs,0(a′, b′) g(a′ − a)(e−a′(b′ − b))
= (g ⋆ f)(0)(0)
∫
dadb e−ags,0(a, b)
where we have used (g ⋆ f)(0)(0) =
∫
da′db′ea
′
g(a′)(b′) f(−a′)(−ea′b′). The integral is
∫
dadb e−ags,0(a, b) =
∫
dadb gs,1(a, b) =
√
π Γ[(s−1)/2]
Γ(s/2)
∫
da e−a
[
1 + (η + ωe−a)2
]−(s−1)/2
=
√
π Γ[(s−1)/2]
Γ(s/2)
∫ ∞
0
du [1 + (η + ω u)2](1−s)/2
=
[
π
|ω|(s−2) − ηω
√
π Γ[(s−1)/2]
Γ(s/2) 2
F1(
1
2
, s−1
2
, 3
2
,−η2)
]
.
Since lims→2 2F1(12 ,
s−1
2
, 3
2
,−η2) = η−1arcsinh(η), we see that the spectral dimension of the
spectral triple is 2 and that lims→2(s− 2) Tr π(f)Θ (1+D2)−s/2 π(g) = 2π|ω| ϕ̂R(g ⋆ f), where
ϕ̂R(g ⋆ f) = (g ⋆ f)(0)(0).
In fact, the Dixmier trace of Θ π(f) (1 + D2)−1π(g) appears to be proportional to the
dual weight ϕ̂R(g ⋆ β[f ]) exactly as in the unital case, see for instance [9]:
Proposition 5.10 We have π(f)Θ(1+D2)−1 π(g) ∈ L1,∞ for any f, g ∈ BS.
Proof We first show that for f ∈ BS,
lim
s↓2
(s− 2) Tr π(f)Θs/2 (1+D2)−s/2π(f ∗) = 2π|ω| ϕ̂R(f ∗ ⋆ f). (5.10)
where the operator is trace-class by Proposition 5.3. As in the proof of Lemma 5.9 and with
g = f ∗ ⋆ f ,
Tr π(f)Θs/2 (1+D2)−s/2π(f ∗) = 2 ϕ̂R(g)
∫
R2
da db e−as/2 [1 + b2 + (η + ω e−a)2]−s/2
= 2 ϕ̂R(g)
√
π Γ[(s−1)/2]
Γ(s/2)
∫ ∞
−∞
da e−as/2[1 + (η + ω e−a)2](1−s)/2
= 2 ϕ̂R(g)
√
π Γ[(s−1)/2]
Γ(s/2)
∫ ∞
0
du us/2−1 [1 + (η + ω u)2](1−s)/2.
Since s− 2 = 2Γ(s/2)
Γ(s/2−1) we get
lim
s↓2
(s− 2) Tr π(f)Θs/2 (1+D2)−s/2π(f ∗) =
4 ϕ̂R(g) π lim
s→2
1
Γ(s/2−1)
∫ ∞
0
du us/2−1[1 + (η + ω u)2](1−s)/2.
If I(u, s) := us/2−1 [1 + (η + ω u)2](1−s)/2, then
∫∞
0 du I(u, s) =
∫ 1
0 du I(u, s) +
∫∞
1 du I(u, s)
where the first integral converges for any s ≥ 2, so that lims↓2 1Γ(s/2−1)
∫ 1
0 du I(u, s) = 0.
Moreover ∫ ∞
1
du I(u, s) =
∫ ∞
1
du [I(u, s)− 1|ω|s−1u−s/2] + 1|ω|s−1
∫ ∞
1
du u−s/2,
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with
∫∞
1 du u
−s/2 = 2
s−2 , thus lims↓2
1
Γ(s/2−1)
1
|ω|s−1
∫∞
1 du u
−s/2 = 1|ω| .
For J(u, s) := I(u, s) − 1|ω|s−1u−s/2, we get J(u, 2) ≃u→∞ −
−η
|ω|u
−2 and (5.10) is proved since
lims↓2 1Γ(s/2−1)
∫∞
1 du J(u, s) = 0.
We can now follow the arguments of the proof of [24, Proposition 5.12]: first we show that
π(f)Θ(1+D2)−1π(f ∗) ∈ L1,∞(H) for any f ∈ BS: by (5.10) we get for G := Θ(1+D2)−1
sup
1≤s′≤2
(s′ − 1)Trπ(f)Gs′π(f ∗) <∞.
Note that G is an injective positive operator since D and Θ commutes and G ≤ ω−11 and
we can apply [10] after a renormalisation of G. Thus, π(f) is in the algebra Bζ(G) of [10,
Definition 3.2], so by [10, Proposition 3.8], π(f)Gπ(f ∗) ∈ L1,∞ and finally by polarization,
π(f)Gπ(g) ∈ L1,∞ for any f, g ∈ BS .
We conjecture that Θ π(f)(1+D2)−1 = π(β[f ]) Θ(1+D2)−1 ∈ L1,∞ for any f ∈ BS and
its Dixmier trace is equal to 2π|ω| ϕ̂R(f), which means that, within the definition (5.9) of the
modular dimension, the symmetrization in a is not necessary.
Remark 5.11 As quoted in Section 2.3, we compute now the spectral dimension of our
twisted affine triple represented on H and not on Ĥ . We have
[(ρ⋊ U)(f)(1+D2)−s/2 ξ ](b) = [
∫
da λR(f(a))Ua (1+D
2)−s/2 ξ ](b)
=
∫
da db′ f(a)(b′) [Ua((1+D2)−s/2 ξ ](b− b′)
=
∫
da db′ f(a)(b′) ea/2[1 + (ea(b− b′))2]−s/2) ξ(ea(b− b′))
=
∫
db′′
∫
da e−a/2 f(a)(b− e−ab′′) (1 + b′′2)−s/2 ξ(b′′)
=
∫
db′′K(b, b′′) ξ(b′′)
where K(b, b′′) =
∫
da e−a/2 f(a)(b − e−ab′′) (1 + b′′)−s/2. Thus, computing ∫R dbK(b, b), we
get
Tr (ρ⋊ U)(f)(1+D2)−s/2 =
∫
R2
db da e−a/2 f(a)(b(1− e−a)) (1 + b2)−s/2. (5.11)
Since in (5.11), f has a compact support in both variables a and b, the above integral always
converges except eventually around a = 0: assume that a ∈ R → f(a) ∈ Cc(R) is locally
constant in [−ǫ, ǫ], then
∫
R
db (1 + b2)−s/2
∫ ǫ
−ǫ
da e−a/2 |f(a)(b(1− e−a))| = 4 sinh( ǫ
2
) |f(0)(0)|
∫
R
db (1 + b2)−s/2
= 4 sinh( ǫ
2
) |f(0)(0)|
√
π
√
Γ((s−1)/2)
Γ(s/2)
for s > 1.
Thus the trace is finite for s > 1 and the dimension (2.20) of the twisted spectral triple
remains the same than those of the original triple which is one. 
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5.2 The group Z ⋉ R
This example is a variation of the previous one, in the sense that the group G which acts
on R is taken to be G = Z, and the action is the restriction of the previous action ϕ to the
subgroup Z ⊂ R. Many of the features of the previous example are present in this simpler
example, for instance the increase in dimension.
The action of n ∈ Z on b ∈ R is ςn(b) := e−nb, the homomorphism of groups defined in
(4.2) is ν(n) := e−n, it coincides with q(n)2, and the action of Z on C∗(R) is given on any
fR ∈ Cc(R) as αn(fR)(b) = enf(enb). The unitary operator (3.2) is (Un ξ)(b) = en/2ξ(enb) for
any ξ ∈ Cc(R) ⊂ H = L2(R, db).
Consider, as before, the Dirac operator (D ξ)(b) := b ξ(b) for any ξ ∈ Cc(R). Then
UnDU
∗
n ξ = e
nDξ, so that z(n) := e−n/2 1, p(n) = e−n 1 = q(n)2, and ϑ(n) = e−n/2.
As before, Hypothesis 3.1 and 2.3 are satisfied. The modular-type twisted spectral triple
of Theorem 2.5 is then given by the following operators:
(D̂ ξ̂ )(n)(b) = e−nb ξ̂(n)(b), and (Tη, ω ξ̂ )(n)(b) = (η + ω e−n) ξ̂(n)(b).
We check now that this twisted spectral triple is also 2-summable. As in the proof of
Lemma 5.9, using (2.33),
Tr Θ π(f) (1 +D2)−s/2π(g) = 2∑
n∈Z
e−n TrH(g ⋆ β(f))(0)[1 +D2 + (η + ω e−n)2]−s/2
= 2 ϕ̂R(g ⋆ β(f))
∑
n∈Z
∫
R
db e−n[1 + b2 + (η + ω e−n)2]−s/2
= 2 ϕ̂R(g ⋆ β(f))
√
π Γ((s−1)/2)
Γ(s/2)
∑
n∈Z
e−n[1 + (η + ω e−n)2](1−s)/2.
Let an(s) := e
−n[1 + (η + ω e−n)2](1−s)/2. For n → +∞, an(s) ∼ e−n(1 + η2)(1−s)/2, so that∑
n≥0 an(s) < ∞ for any s ∈ R. For n → −∞, an(s) ∼ e|n| ω1−s e|n|(1−s) = ω1−se|n|(2−s), so
that
∑
n≤1 an(s) <∞ iff s > 2.
This example shows that the spectral dimension of a original spectral triple can increase
under the action of a single automorphism (via Z), so our extension procedure can be applied
to dynamical systems.
5.3 The conformal group of a Riemannian manifold
Let us consider the situation of Case 2.2: let (M, g) be a n-dimensional smooth and complete
Riemannian spin manifold where g is a given metric on M and let [g] be the class of metrics
conformally equivalent to g. We do not assume that M is compact for the moment.
Let Conf(M, [g]) be the conformal group of smooth diffeomorphisms ofM which preserve the
class [g] and the orientation. When n ≥ 3, Conf(M, [g]) is a Lie group for the compact-open
topology which is of dimension less or equal to (n+1)(n+2)/2 by theorems of Montgomery
and Kobayashi: it is the automorphism group of the conformal structure of M which is a
G-structure of finite type [28, I. Theorem 5.1 and IV. Theorem 6.1].
A subgroup K of Conf(M, [g]) is said to be essential if there exists no h ∈ C∞(M) such
that K ⊂ Iso(M, e2hg) where Iso(M, g) is the group of isometries of M for the metric g.
By a theorem of Ferrand–Obata [20], for n ≥ 2, if M is not conformally equivalent with Sn
(with standard metric when M is compact) or Rn (with Euclidean metric when M is not
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compact), then G acts properly on M (implying that G is compact when M is compact)
and it is inessential. When M is not compact, the conformal group is inessential if it is
equicontinuous.
As original triple, we choose the commutative triple on M : A := C∞0 (M) is the space of
smooth functions on M which vanish at infinity as well as all their derivatives, the Hilbert
space is H := L2(M, /Sg), and D := /Dg is the usual Dirac operator associated to the metric
g and the given spin structure, which is selfadjoint since M is complete.
Let G := SCO(M, [g]) be the subgroup of Conf(M, [g]) which preserves the spin structure,
i.e. G lifts to the principal spin bundle. Thus G is the isotropy subgroup of Conf(M, [g])
which fixes the class in H1(M,Z2) defining the spin structure, so G is a Lie group. The group
G acts on tensor structures onM by pull-back. In particular, the action α of φ ∈ G on f ∈ A
is given by
φ∗f := f ◦ φ.
The Hilbert space L2(M, /Sg) decomposes as L
2(M, dvolg) ⊗ /Sg, where /Sg is the spinor
bundle associated to g, and L2(M, dvolg) is the GNS representation space of the weight ϕg
defined on the C∗-algebra A := C0(M) by
ϕg(f) :=
∫
M
f dvolg for any f ∈ A+.
The representation of f ∈ A on L2(M, dvolg) is πϕ(f) ξ := f ξ, and it extends diagonally to
H . Notice that H depends on g.
By hypothesis, for any φ ∈ G, there exists a smooth function hφ on M such that
φ∗g = e−4hφg (5.12)
where the 4 is arbitrary but simplify (5.15). This implies that
φ∗dvolg = dvolφ∗g = e−2nhφ dvolg and e−4nhφ = det
2(φ′) (det g)◦φ
det g
.
From (5.12), or from det (φ1 ◦ φ2)′ = (det φ′2) (det φ′1) ◦ φ2, we deduce that the function hφ
satisfies the cocycle relation
hφ1◦φ2 = hφ2 + αφ2(hφ1), for any φ1, φ2 ∈ G. (5.13)
For φ ∈ G and f ∈ A, one has also
ϕg(f) =
∫
M
f dvolg =
∫
M
φ∗(f dvolg) =
∫
M
(φ∗f) e−2nhφ dvolg. (5.14)
Denote by φ˜ the (well-defined) lift of φ to /Sg). Then there is a natural action of φ on H
defined by ξ 7→ φ˜−1 ◦ ξ ◦ φ.
Some of the relations presented above look similar to relations in the text. In order to
recover these relations, one needs to use the opposite group Gop of G. Gop has the same space
as G, and we denote by r ∈ Gop 7→ φr ∈ G the (smooth) one-to-one correspondence between
Gop and φ ∈ G as spaces. Then the product on Gop is defined such that φrr′ = φr′ φr.
Let α be the action of Gop on A defined by
αr(f) := φ
∗
rf = f ◦ φr .
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Then one can check that αrαr′ = αrr′.
Since (G,M) is a Lie transformation group, it defines a C∗-dynamical system (A, G, α)
with A = C0(M). Then one has M(A) ≃ Cb(M) and Z(A) ≃ C∞b (M).
When M is compact, A = C(M), M(A) = A and Z(A) = A = C∞(M).
The dense subspace
B := C∞c (G×M) of Cc(G,A) ⊂ B
is a ∗-algebra for the product
(fˆ ⋆α gˆ)(r, x) =
∫
G
dµG(r
′) fˆ(r′, x) gˆ(r′−1r, φr′(x)), for any (r, x) ∈ G×M,
and the involution fˆ ∗(r, x) = fˆ(r−1, φr(x)), for any fˆ , gˆ ∈ B.
The relation (5.14) can be written as
ϕg(αr−1[f ]) = ϕg(f e
−2nhφr ) = ϕg(q(r)2 f),
which is Hypothesis 3.1-(3) with q(r) := e−nhφr . As a consequence of (5.13), q is a α-one-
cocycle in Z1(G,C∞+ (M)), where C
∞
+ (M) are strictly positive functions in C
∞(M) (which is
a multiplicative group).
The action α is extended to an action αe on H as αer(ξ) = φ˜
−1
r ◦ ξ ◦φr for any ξ ∈ H , with
the property that αer(fξ) = αr(f)α
e
r(ξ). Then the unitary representation of Proposition 3.2
is given by
Ur(ξ) := q(r)α
e
r(ξ) = e
−nhφr φ˜−1r ◦ ξ ◦ φr .
This is the unitary operator defined in [34, eq. (3.3)]. In fact, since G preserves the spin
structure, this unitary links the two Hilbert spaces of spinors associated to two different
metrics, and it is shown in [6] (see [34, Lemma 3.1]) that
Ur /Dg U
∗
r = z(r)
∗−1 /Dg z(r)
−1, with z(r) := e−hφr 1. (5.15)
This defines the one-cocycle p ∈ Z1(G,C∞+ (M)) as
p(r) := e−2hφr .
Lemma 5.12 The function (r, x) ∈ Gop ×M 7→ hφr(x) is smooth.
Proof In a local chart of M with coordinates (xµ), (5.12) gives
e−4hφr (x) = gµν [x] ∂µφρr(x) ∂νφ
σ
r (x) gρσ[φr(x)].
Since (r, x) ∈ Gop ×M 7→ φr(x) ∈ M is smooth, the function (r, x) ∈ Gop ×M 7→ hφr(x) is
smooth.
Hypothesis 2.3-(6) holds true with the space YB := C∞c (G ×M, /Sg) ⊂ Ŷ which is dense in
Ĥ. Remark that, since ( /̂Dg ξ̂ )(r) = e
−hφr /Dg e−hφr ξ̂(r) and (θ̂ ξ̂ )(r) = e−2hφr◦φr−1 ξ̂(r), /̂Dg
does not commute with θ̂ or Tη, ω.
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The twist β defined by
β(fˆ )(r, x) := e−2hφr (x) fˆ(r, x)
maps B into itself and is an automorphism of B as proved in Proposition 2.21.
When M is non compact, the function e−2hφr need not be bounded on M , and so does
not belongs to M(A) = Cb(M). When M is compact, this function is always bounded and
then p(r) and q(r) belong to C∞+ (M) ⊂M(A) = A = C(M).
Corollary 5.13 When M is compact, the maps p, q, q−1 : Gop →M(A) are continuous.
Proof Applying Lemma 5.12, each of functions (r, x) 7→ p(r)(x), (r, x) 7→ q(r)(x) and
(r, x) 7→ q−1(r)(x) = q(r−1)(φr(x)) are smooth on Gop ×M .
Since M is compact, the topology of M(A) = A = C(M) is the sup-norm topology, so,
to show that p is continuous, we have to show that ‖p(r′) − p(r)‖∞ → 0 when r′ → r in
Gop. If this is not the case, then there exists ǫ > 0 and sequences rn ∈ Gop and xn ∈ M
such that rn → r and |p(rn)(xn) − p(r)(xn)| > ǫ. But, by the compactness of M , we
can suppose that xn → x ∈ M , and then, by continuity of (r, x) 7→ p(r)(x), one gets
limn→∞ |p(rn)(xn)− p(r)(xn)| = 0 and a contradiction.
The same argument applies to q and q−1.
Locally on M , one can write /Dg = −iγµ∂µ. Then, for any r ∈ Gop and fˆ ∈ B, one has
[ /Dg, fˆ(r) z(r)] z(r)
−1 = [ /Dg, fˆ(r) e
−hφr ] ehφr = iγµ[∂µ(fˆ(r)) + fˆ(r) ∂µ(hφr)].
By Lemma 5.12, the map r ∈ Gop 7→ fˆ(r) e−2hφr ∈ A belongs to B, which proves (2.7), and
(2.9) is trivially satisfied for Mfˆ ,h = supr∈Supp(fˆ) supx∈M
∣∣∣∂µ(fˆ(r))(x) + fˆ(r)(x) ∂µ(hφr)(x)∣∣∣.
Moreover, here [ /Dg, p(r)] = 2iγ
µ(∂µhφr)e
−2hφr .
Suppose now M is compact and G is the spin structure preserving conformal group of
(M, g). Then, G being compact, the norm of [ /Dg, p(r)] is uniformly bounded, so that [D̂, Tη, ω]
is bounded, and the integral in (2.21) is finite, so (2.2) holds true even for ǫ = 0. Moreover,
Hypotheses 2.3 (or 3.1) are fulfilled and one can use Theorem 2.5 (or Corollary 3.4).
The fact that the group G is essential or not is directly related to the cocycle property
(5.13) of h : φ ∈ G 7→ hφ ∈ C∞(M):
Proposition 5.14 G is inessential if and only if the class of q (resp. p) in H1(G,Z(A)×)
is trivial.
Proof The proof is an adaptation of [3, Proposition 2.2] in our context.
If G is inessential, there is a metric g0 = e
λg ∈ [g] such that φ∗g0 = g0 for any φ ∈ G,
with λ ∈ C∞(M). Then, for any r ∈ Gop, φ∗rg = φ∗r(e−λg0) = αr(e−λ)g0 = αr(e−λ)eλg, so
that e−4hφr = eλαr(e−λ). This shows that q(r) = enλ/4αr(e−nλ/4) and p(r) = eλ/2αr(e−λ/2),
which means that they are both coboundaries in Z1(G,C∞+ (M)).
From the computation above, it is obvious that if p is a coboundary if and only if the q is
a coboundary. So, let assume that p is a coboundary in Z1(G,C∞+ (M)): p(r) = e
λ/2αr(e
−λ/2)
for some eλ/2 ∈ C∞+ (M). This parametrization gives e−4hφr = eλαr(e−λ) as before. Then,
defining g0 := e
λg ∈ [g], the previous computation shows that φ∗g0 = g0 for any φ ∈ G, so
that G is inessential.
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Notice that the metric g0 in the previous proof gives rise to the Dirac operator D¯ of Propo-
sition 2.20.
We now give an example showing that in Case 2.2 the spectral dimension can change as
in the affine case of Section 5.1 for the subgroup of dilations.
Consider the Euclidean space M = Rn with n ≥ 3 acted upon by the conformal group
G = SO(n + 1, 1) with the simpler case of the action of the dilatation subgroup (R,+) of
G, which acts on (xµ) ∈ Rn by (xµ) 7→ (e−axµ) for any a ∈ R. Choose the original spectral
triple (A,H,D) with A := S(Rn) the space of Schwartz functions on Rn, H := L2(Rn, /S) the
Hilbert space of L2-spinors and D := /∂ = iγµ∂µ. Then, applying previous machinery, one
gets z(a) = e−a/2 1 and p(a) = e−a 1, so that
(D̂ ξ̂ )(a) = e−a /∂ξ̂(a), (Tη, ω ξ̂ )(a) = (η + ωe−a) ξ̂(a).
Following similar arguments as in Section 5.1.3, the dimension of the extended spectral triple
can be computed by evaluating the trace of∫ ∞
−∞
da e−aTrH X(s), X(s) := f(0)[1+ /∂2 + (η + ω e−a)2]−s/2
as a function of s, where f(0) ∈ A. Let (bµ) ∈ R̂n be the Fourier transforms of variables
(xµ) ∈ Rn and denote by f(a)ˆ the Fourier transform of f(a) ∈ A for a ∈ R. Then X(s) acts
on ξˆ∈ Hˆ := L2(R̂n, dnb) as
(X(s) ξ )ˆ(b) =
∫
R̂n
dnb′ f(0)ˆ (b′) [1 + (b− b′)2 + (η + ω e−a)2]−s/2 ξ (ˆb− b′)
=
∫
R̂n
dnb′ f(0)ˆ (b− b′) [1 + b′2 + (η + ω e−a)2]−s/2 ξ (ˆb′),
where b2 :=
∑
µ(b
µ)2. Thus TrH X(s) = f(0)ˆ (0)
∫
R̂n d
nb [1 + b2 + (η + ω e−a)2]−s/2. Assume
that η, ω ∈ R and ω 6= 0. For s > n + 1, using∫
R̂n
dnb [1 + b2 + (η + ω e−a)2]−s/2 = π
n/2 Γ[(s−n)/2]
Γ(s/2)
[1 + (η + ω e−a)2](n−s)/2
and by a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.9, one gets
Tr Θ π(f) (1+D2)−s/2 = 2f(0)ˆ (0) πn/2 Γ[(s−n)/2]
Γ(s/2)
∫ ∞
−∞
da e−a[1 + (η + ω e−a)2](n−s)/2
= 2f(0)ˆ (0) π
n/2
Γ(s/2)
[√
π Γ[(s−n+1)/2]
|ω| (s−n−1) − η Γ[(s−n)/2]|ω| 2F1(12 , s−n2 , 32 ,−η2)
]
.
So the extended (modular) spectral triple has dimension n+ 1 and
lim
s→n+1(s− n− 1) Tr Θ π(f) (1+D
2)−s/2 = 2π
(n+1)/2
|ω|Γ[(n+1)/2] f(0)ˆ (0).
Remark 5.15 The kernel of ϑ includes the subgroups of translations and rotations. Only
the subgroup of homotheties is sensitive to ϑ. 
The case where UrDU
∗
r−D is bounded (see Remark 2.8) has been considered by A. Connes
in [13, p. 346].
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6 Perspectives
One of questions left open is a better control of this notion of summability for the extended
spectral triple. This seems linked to the modular operator and a good notion of non-unital
modular spectral triples has to be settled down before.
In the case of the C∗-algebra of a semidirect group, it is probably possible to do the same
construction with a twisted convolution product instead of the product (2.3) where the twist
is given by a 2-cocycle valued in the circle, see [5, II.10.7.4].
We expect that most of our construction could be transferred to (compact) quantum
groups. See also [35] for a different approach.
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